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emotional

they initiate and persist in actions directed toward their

whether
also found

particular

individuals

plays a large role in whether they achieve their goals because

actions

The authors

perform

(1995) emphasize that people's belief in their ability to

and Rounds

energy

in dealing

with feelings of inadequacy that might be used to focus on the

task at hand.
Waldie

& Mosley

the level of performance
reported

(1996)
achieved

level of self-esteem.

because

they perceive

and failures.

self-esteem

may attempt

a defensive
Effective

action

or groups

development.

more positive

process

perform

1996)

that

predicts

with that individual's
at a lower

level

argues that individuals

success"

of self, whether
and product.

individual

This concept

to act on their own behalf

and

low in

e future

Individual

empowerment

self-respect,

and self-esteem.

At the psychological

about themselves;

him or herself

to the psychological

redefinition

refers

failure

capable

is essential

to the ongoing

a greater

occurs

measure

throughout

of skills and abilities,
level, people

there is an increased

A new confidence
as a more

or collective,

to achieve

This entails both the growth

feel better

connected

& Mosley,

e "psychological

on behalf

self-definition.

redefines

low self-esteem

(Waldie

to

empowered,

person

will be consistent

which

as less adequate and competent as a result of past

Dipboye

over their lives and destinies.
personal

with

theory,

lack of effort.

both the empowerment
of individuals

by an individual

Persons

themselves

frustrations

through

discuss the self-consistency

and worthy

of self is the actual

capacity
of control

the process

more

sense of personal

individual.
increase

of

as well as a

who become

and sense of self-efficacy

to

dignity,

emerges
Closely
of individual

as the

9

action

is a positive interactive effect between the

and the strengthening of personal ability (Staples, 1990).

of self-confidence

Support

Family

clients.

with

in the helping

people

involvement in our

ed family

we have

and

agencies

feel government

surrogate families for many clients. The importance of family
with

in working

involvement

of helping,

of tbis, some researchers

Because

have become

programs

model

our current

Under
work

There

relations.

and interpersonal

development

and opportunities which enable more effective

skill, resources,

competencies,

knowledge,

is gaining

clients

professions

who work

there is a resurgence

strength.

Today

whole

families

with

of

than just

rather

individuals.
Weick

of human

They believe

change.

strengths

and empowerment

resurrect

communal
about

tg

of families

commitments

and practice

with

it is time to assert a renewed
to encourage

to family
families

focus

on family
capacity

about human

optimism

A powerfiil

well-being.

and a demoralized

policies

and to

force for change in

of the strengths

and resources

to meet individual

needs has

is our recognition

Resources

Access
been identified

to essential

community

as a critical

factor

if not impossible

churches,

neighborhood

individuals

negotiate

to obtain

strive

to become

and maintain

It is

independent.

independence

without

Parsons(1991)writes,"mediatingstnictures"suchas
associations,

relationships

value that claims

designed

resources

as individuals

for clients

adequatecommunityresources.

cultural

and punitive

family

of an kinds.

Community

difficult,

in order

with

preoccupation

argue that our cultural

has led us to reactive

and disintegration

weakness
view

(1995)

& Saleebey

and cornrnunity

to the larger

the efficacy

organizations

environment

of individual

autonomy

through

have eroded

which

away,

in the face of a

leaving

a

10

reality

socio-political

social

in relation

to their

as helpless.

This,

individuals

experience

powerlessness

intemalized

and they

see themselves

form

institutions

locally-based

as represented by

also believe that everyone needs the sustained support of the collective,

with

alone.

exists

or family

no individual

Staff

Service

Direct

that

It declares

unit.

and the family

of the individual

and self-sufficiency

of the independence

notions

cultural

traditional

stands in direct contrast

This broader vision of community

or neighborhood.

a commuity

authors

The

process.

of the empowerment

the foundation

and

and organizations,

groups

mediating

networks,

informal

the communities,

that

recognize

we must

families,

to empower

state that,

(1995)

& Saleebey

Weick

in reality do exxst.

which

possibilities

actualizing

firom

them

to prevent

rnindset

spiritual

and

intellectual

emotional,

own

their

by allowing

to real powerlessness

contribute

people

where

is a process

he continues,

is

experience

that

environment,

as

that

also argues

Parsons

forces.

of overwhelming

and

Direct service staff work very closely with individuals with mental retardation
have

influence

a powerful

clients'

dependence

can create

or negative

hold

they

This

whether

feedback
and

independence

or promote

and their

clients

their

about

to clients.

given

can be seen in the feedback

capabilities

positive

The values

them.

over

self-determination.

individuals
community

move

from

(Colond

Seagle
systems

of this change

component

essential

(1995)

and programs

& Wieseler,

that

to a small

facility

disabilities.

developmental

with

fashion

life in a normalized

a process
home-like

An

by which

site in the

1995).

providing
control

and enjoy

has been deinstitutionalization,

state operated

a large

writes,

learn,

for individuals

advancement

a significant

represent

to live,

opportunities

Increasing

supported

and separate

living
them

that

rests

truly

squarely

frees

people

from

on the organizations
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work

individuals

believes

most agencies

hire staff with

individual

in accommodating

any, flexibility

if

for little,

that direct

He also emphasizes

talents.

more to

Seagle (1995)
that allow

job descriptions

standardized

energy

and direct

However,

a place in their community.

in finding

assisting

- in other

and interests

strengths

the person

so much on "fixing"

to cease concentrating

words,

on their

and capitalize

limitations

people's

aropd

staff to

support

asks direct

living

of supported

The philosophy

the supports.

providing

service

staff are the backbone of our services. "The most important aspect of services are the
people who directly affect our dients" (p. 25).

staff agenda and staff training.
staff who have been trained
direct

staff, as well

service

utike

service

role as a direct
responsible
trained

about

will

These include;
the significance

clients

impact

if
staff values,
g

of

and agenda held by

The values

perspective.

as they strive

to meet their

disability
client

in promoting

to be successful

who hold the same values,

providers

for hiring

and held accountable
perspective.

and conscious

effort

Direct

quality

case managers

independence,

understand

must

issues and their

boundary

also need to be

organizations

in service

Management

provider.

scrvice

in the strengths

continuous

as their training

staff values

service

In order

in the strengths

supports

review

The literature

staff

service

and independence.

goal of self-sufficiency

Direct

in clients.

as well as maintained

is to be gained

independence

for direct

as important

areas have been identified

Three

and who have been

staff who support

care staff, like all helpers,

must make a

to keep their own biases and needs out of the working

relationship.
If
worker

has developed

a friendship

to encourage

independence

mean so much to them.
grow,

between

worker

for fear of loosing

This type of relationship

learn new skills and become

independent.

could

and client

it may be difficult

the relationship
negatively

According

Uh'>%).:l:4'>sllalll-:lilx.
)F'4'31a"!l,,""'tao:.';;l(;'9':'il%:)'a4.,,'<.H;"a,111;All

for the

that has come to

affect

to Gutierrez

the clients

ability

et al. (1995),

the
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of

process

Two
found

implying

feedback

that credits

whereas

their sense of competence

influence

it could

subjects,

with

supportive

adult relative

interpret

success in ways that highlight

Agenda

of direct

team holding
service

direct

manager
with

staff.

service

If the agenda of the service

In some situations,

providers

have been found
agencies

empowerment-based
by Gutierlez

et al. (1995),

own agenda."
can also directly

(p.252).

diffemg

goes

need to help

to refer clients

"When

the ability

to other

with

messages.

services.

secuig

to serve clients.

goal of becorning

of more traditional
or ability

of

As stated in a study done

resources...

cooperation

This may interfere

their

meeting

the willingness

I begin to use outside

that of the case

from

or politics

philosophies

true for the

to be especially
differs

provider

affect

of the interdiscip

of members

them from

to negatively

Difficulties

influence

(1983)

a

and effort.

at the conflicting

confused

or may even prevent

progress

self-sufficient.

their ability

This was found

and goals.

the client may become

the clients'

in long term interventions

stresses the importance

the same values

Schunk

from

that

staff

service

review

The literature

to social feedback

retardation.

in

which,

also found

(1996)

& Mosley

mental

without

staff engaged

service

that direct

on to emphasize
clients

to individuals

were given to

and self-determination,

were more responsive

retardation

mental

individuals

Waldie

in performance.

turn, may lead to a decrease

Waldie

mastery.

social feedback

of negative

that if a large amount

found

(1996)

and Mosley

a task,

to master

efforts

accelerates

and effort

ability

underlying

one's

down

slows

lesser ability

that feedback

(1983)

Schunk

of feedback.

were done on the effects

studies

experimental

their

when to let go and allow

their problems.

of

and ownership

to take responsibility

relationship

the empowerment

within

Staff must know

an easy one for workers.

is not always
clients

and autonomy

independence

encouraging

from

everybody's
other

service

got their
providers
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overt,

The client will experience

client.

the client

themselves

or by the client

staff

service

of direct

Training

staff has also been found to be crucial to client

Skill and training of direct service

if you find
with

wrong
life.

The goal

they

worg.

is not for

to work
be aware

their

them

to rebuild

they

are. Finally,
life,

We need
lives

the more

the less likely

and ask questions.

It's

over

that
that

friends,
someone
powerful

a context

family,
will
type

people
over

coworkers,

of

accountability

We need

they

than

choices

to make
that

are respected

to harm.

need to

staff

people

with

and neighbors

be vulnerable

through

only

Third,

permission

time

in which

together,

can be provided.

needs to be purposeful.

in a process

creates

it's

because

assistance

Giving

for whom

out of working

evolve

is paradoxical

effective

people.

to engage

and that

a more

that

and time

people

they have

of the power

may not be enough.

person's

with

in partnership

well

people

and knowing

relationship

This

to community

the people

with

relationships
might

friendships

to be friends.

paid

but we :me not being

deep intense

some

that

happen

It may

to have

staff

is something

the bridge

and often

are the facilitators

staff

Direct

the picture.

find

the way.

along
there

lives,

of people's

point

to be the focal

yourself

First,

include:

These

out.

assistance

the necessag

and need and provide

want

people

out what

be cataed

should

they

and how

staff

service

of direct

in the

important

tasks

four

examine

(1995)

and Decker

by Jocob

A report

independence.

Second,

and maintains

quo.

the status

work

among

participants

of change

the achievement

eliminates

effectively

by the parties who direct

of service

splitting

The

goals.

divergent

toward

or support

to the

in relation

agencies

degrees of triangulation

varying

by

is characteied

network

service

among

and battles

battles

ideological

rigid,

often

service

a conflicted

that

proposes

(1987)

Compher

allows
for who

are involved

People
agency

see things
rules.

in a
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Case Management
The goal of the social work
However,

social workers

may vary in their views

areas have been identified
worker

views

about

social worker

staff development

Social
How

as being crucial

strengths

and support

worker

about

a social worker

views

hinder

in their clients;

However,
believe

and function

Saleebey
what

to regard
suspend

(1996)

clients

initial

work

disbelief

The Problem

sense of success.
is an identifiable
approach

disability
disability

and their clients

intervention.
experience

in the benefits
within

to overcome

of the society

their environment

It takes courage
through

a different

will have an impact

which

and to get their needs met so

to the best of their potential.

and diligence
lens.

those conditions

are unprepared

to hear and

on the part of social

Such a "re-vision"

create goals and plans based on the problem
gear treatment

be a never-ending

solution

Although

abilities

AccordingtoParsons(1991)theoverriding

social workers

The activity

is the belief

or

demands

workers
that they

Focus:

states, when

ensures that there will

training

in clients.

Some case managers
al. (1989)

Four

These include: social

for advanced

argues that too often practitioners

ten them.

professional

opportunity

has been to enable people

them from participation

they can develop

empowerment.

to client

ontheexpectationstheyhaveoftheirclients.
activity

on how to go about this process.

of management.

views

goal of social work

in clients.

disabilities; client/worker relationship; skill of the

developmental

to identify

is to promote self-determination

profession

of searching

or remedy

for it.

that an accurate
that belief

is far less precise.

requirement

for continued

out the problem
They believe

naming

behaviors

it
and little

creates the illusion

that there

that underlying
will

be justified,

also emphasize

Weick

intervention

of the problem

may occasionally

The authors

goals to problem

focus.

the problem

lead to an appropriate
the daily practice

that concern

with

the problem

et
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to trust their

for clients

it difficult

making

of authority,

in a position

places the practitioner

own sense of how to proceed with their lives. As a result they may be tied to professiona7
help for extended periods (p. 352).

Based Focus:

l?4e Strengths

Weick

in human

physical,

of mental,

that people

must be accorded

means tb4t people

for continued

the respect

both the being and the becoming

acknowledges

send messages

to clients

found

(1984)

& Fleming

Levine

for client5 that they could do themselves,
to do it themselves.
contributes

capabilities

encourages

clients

will

to client

a belief

that can be

and heightened

growth

that this power

deserves.

well-being

Tbis capacity

aspects of life.
actions

on client

we do something

that we believe

strengths

also

and behaviors

whenever

In addition,

we communicate

emphasis

in case management
rather

that social workers

be advanced.

at one time,

they are unable

and decision-making

self-efficacy.

to take an active

To the extent

self-efficacy

work's

approach

The empowerment

process.

Social

abilities

that social workers'

their capabilities.

about

skills,

undetermined

have untapped,

social and spiritual

emotional,

of this capacity

The presence

expressed-

or how much may be expressed

is tied to the notion

potential

reservoirs

how little

No matter

and resogces.

to

according
abilities,

posses a wide range of talents,

that all people

believe

et al. (1989)

perspective,

on the strengths

who base their helping

workers

Social

up (p. 352).

come to be patched

people

wounded

where

room,

emergency

an

remains

encounter

helps ensure that the helping

triumvirate

Tis

of the problem.

at the heart

the deficiency

overcorning

toward

is directed

and (3) treatment

professional,

by the

is defined

of the problem

(2) the nature

affected,

in the person

lack or inability

is seen as a

invariably

the problem

are clear: (l)

it three dynamics

of defining

the process

and

on the problem

focus

that when social workers

proposes

et al. (1989)

Weick

emphasizes

than a passive
are enablers

client

independence

and

role in the case-management

rather

than doers,

client
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their

clients

and function

independently.

decisions

make

approach
how

on how

and how

social

workers

workers

must

engage

social

their

expe)riences

how

to judge

professional

people

and one's

and

labeled

have been

and

struggles

their

circumstances,

is the

and condition

situation

but that

social

best and doing

what

life is being

Social

worker

skill

Social

worker

skill

disables

something
the service

of lasting

as environmental
(diagnosis

workers

was also found

significance

that

not

what

of knowing

be - with

it should

where

should

workers

social

the principles

of decision

with

clients,

is

the

need to ensure

should
that

social

defy

to Saleebey

(1989)

workers

talents,

the sentence.

the diagnosis

must

knowledge

suggests,

with

of individuals

the ability

According

resources,

As Cousins
but

to impact

independent.

on client

conateral.

or assessment)

The

lived.

to become

of capitalizing

Instead,

the power

is best places

even the best trained

best live his or her life.

not only

dictates
judge.

cannot

workers

whose

development

work

for

it is impossible
should

person

another

in social

attitude

nonjudgmental

social

oneself

us that

reminds

et al, (1989)

Weick

person

alienated

He goes

and respect.

aspirations

in

them

to engage

be willing

of real empowerment.

begig

judge

their

to name

to name

The power

and must

He emphasizes

beings.

human

fellow

on a strengths

focuses

(1996)

concerns,

In 'fact, many

themselves.

by others.

diagnosed

as equals

clients

be allowed

must

clients

on to state that

their

encounter

of knowledge,

shanng

and a mutual

dialogue

Saleebey

and their ability to

him or herself

views

the client

also has an impact

relate to

workers

social

How

possible.

of functioning

level

highest

their

to reach

clients

the ability of

to influence

relationsmp was also found

worker/client

social

The

relationship

worker/client

Social

use their

does not become

not deny

assessed

to build

expertise

and motivation,

one should
Having

(1996),

as well
the verdict

the damage,

a cornerstone

in

of
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identity.

To avoid

thus far and what
"for

helpers,

connected

that possibility,

they calculate

they have drawn

have managed

on in the face of misfortune.

the goal may be not the heroic

and collaborative

how clients

work

toward

cure but rather
irnproving

Saleebey

the constancy

the quality

to survive
(1996)

states,

of caig

of day-to-day

and

living"

(p.

303).
According
to their failings,
emphasis

to Weick
reveals

et al. (1989)

an important

on the already

realized

development

growth

the recognition

through

between

being and becorning

develop

into greater

positive

aspects of human

Miller

(1995)

propose

try to empower
aspirations,

fullness

of this model.

capacities

what

a person

mark the essential

dynamic

serve as a stimulus

and strengths

by encouraging

to create more

the individual

will be

Continuing
The interplay

is in totality

and what may

of growth.

An emphasis

for new growth.

them to defuie

from

than

an

of strengths.

social work

satisfyjng

have rather

That is by placing

of an individual,

and development

that those who practice

their clients

people

along the lines of those strengths.

and between

capability

to the strengths

assumption

positive

more liJcely to continue
occurs

attention

on the

De Jong &

the strengths

their own worlds,

perspective
problems,

lives.

Staff development
The literature
empowerment
development

is critical

workers

employment.
profession,

& Wenocur

profession.

(and clients)

that colleges
agencies.

for social workers

is not a private

social work

proposes

issues in government

Sherman
agencies

review

(1983)

problem,

in bureaucratic

This requires
its professional

that the

public

a clear cornrnitment
schools

that ongoing

of social workers

issue and a vital

knowledge

organizations

address
staff

settings.

disempowerment

but a major

associations,

should

It has also been found

in goverent

believe

They believe

and universities

should
from

for the

and skills necessary

to empower

be imparted

professional

the major

and social

chanenge

in public

before

institutions

agencies.

comprising

the
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In a study conducted
an area of
agency

support

setting.

opportunities

of flexible

for maintaining

Specific
to develop

salary increases

will

affeci

staff will

management

management

supervisor/social

continuous

internal

assumes an initiating
continuing
environment
responsibility
empowered
administration

opportunities
personal

goals;

as
in an

and
interests;

and the provision

self care.

to implement
indicates

of the strengths

self-efficacy,

and their role as a supervisor
approach.

new programs

In addition the
they have of their
which

are based

that there are three areas in which

perspective

supervisor/social

in a government

worker

relationsip

agency.
and

collaboration.

to Pearlmutter

(1990)

and external

middle

for necessary

is particularly
services,

sensitive

growth,

manager

and development.
to advocate

become

to the

and the agency.

events to fine-tune
middle

to

and change within

at all levels in the organization

uses his or her position
change.

managers

for improvement

clients,

The empowered

professionals

for their own performance,
manager

manager

to these various

needs.

for middle

effectively

shifts affecting

role in relation

that stimulates

it is essential

to work

An empowered

basis to meet client

middle

learning

the empowerment

The literature

and feel empowered,

their organizations.

training

skills that match

self-defined

was identified

based approach

their staff, as wen as the expectations

the utilization

worker

Agcording

advanced

feel about themselves

staff to utilize

perspective.

affects

toward

of staff members

These areas are; supervisor

empowered,

for pursuing

have with

the ability

on the strengths

an empowerment

and professional

personnel

of their

supervisors
affect

include:

staff development

support

the ability

relationship

programs

and encouragement

Management

et al. (1995)

and facilitating

areas identified

and promotions

hours

How

by Gutierrez

with

He/she

the services
provides

on a

an

to take more

Finally,
central

the
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of the agency

Having

importance.

The concept

et al. (1995)

Gutierrez

client.

clients

with

their power

foqd

that may effect

improve

service

critical

ongoing

improve

change.

may shape delivery
how the policies

to identify

service

goal of effective

and consequently,

delivery

service

to their clients.

delivery;

as well as to

agency

in organizational
of services,

direct

and pmctices
to identify
Both

and the support

process

is a dynamic

Because

policies.
service

are in a

practitioners

of the# organization
iSSueS and propose

administrative

that

influence

changes

that

and line staff share the

of both are needed

to promote

effective

However,Frey(1990)believesthateventhoughpractitionersrnayhaveviable

ideas about how to improve
dynamics

into organizational

for staff empowerment

a social service

and changes

modifications

environment,

the practice
will

states that managing

changes

position

was critical

input

Frey

delivery.

Frey (1990)

organizational

their clients

from

power.

of personal

to provide

the opporhinity

for

required

they receive

on the support

and on their own feelings

workers

that allowing

changes

requ#es

can be dependent

of

to share

workers

of individual

that the ability

that the

on the progress

impact

has a profound

to the overall

propose

models

process

Parallel

also found

for this type of work

rnanagemgnt
(1990)

relationsip

and to engage in the range of interventions

practice

empowerment-based

of the supervisor-worker

and supervisee

of the supervisor

interaction

in an article

relationship.

of the [client]

effectiveness

et al.

by Gutierrez

as discussed

process,

of the parallel

the importance

suggests

(1995),

of

1990).

(Pearlmutter,

empowerment

and staff

an atmosphere

for maintaining

support

as a critical

fundamental
for consumers

on your side as an advocate

an administrator

is seen by many participants

as being of

mentioned

is frequently

or organization

by the leadership

orientation

of the empowerment

and encouragement

Advocacy

and a limited

services,

awareness

many of them have no training

of how to promote

change

in organizational

effectively

from

below.

As a
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result,

soiu'id,

creative

ideas for organizational

are lost when they are

improvements

needed the most.
Malka
service

(1989)

suggests

administrators

participatory

wich

participatory

empower

will be more capable

Government

of clients

have been found

found

by creating

:from administrators,

of the literature

clients

of

the application

teams, group

work
et,al.,

that human

(1995)

an employment

also proposes

setting

decisions

and opportunities

that

that provides

about their work,
for skill development

and communities.

to obtain

their highest

to focus on client

to a strengths

policies,

and programs,

orientation.
the preferred

of problem

The problem
Our society
or the problem

that governrnent

level of functioning

deficits,

as they work

the bureaucracies

opposed

with

promote
their

and organizations

language

possible.

Goldstein

of clients

In both formal

and programs

role ambiguity

clients.

the wholeness

policy

is often
venues

the clients'

the

policies

and create a double
& Saleebey

it is important

and informal

replaces

Government

(1990)

of helping,

affect

to recognize
diametrically
and structures,

own

lexicon

with

the

and disease.

focus
has been taught
focus.

must diagnosis

individuals

dominant

currently

view

indicates

that in rediscovering

that the system,

model

consider

to make independent

of empowering

bind for spcial workers

vocabulary

Gutierrez

he believes

Policy

A review

(1992)

workers

the ability

and support

should

such as self-management

problem-solving.

management,

communication

ability

themes

and group

organizations

this problem,

in state and local governments

management

decision-rnaking

some ways to remedy

to view

individuals

This has happened

in order

to receive

held by society

from

the standpoint

because people

reimbursement

and upheld

in the helping

for program

by government

of the medical

policies

profession

services.
and

The
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For those trained

its premises.

that contradicts

any approach

about

it generates

suspicion

is the

view

One of the signs of a dominant

process.

the helping

to underlie

assumptions

set of

different

to create a substantially

that it is either wise or possible

imagine

to

it is difficult

and pathology,

weakness

bias toward

there is a pervasive

profession

in the helping

contends,

et al. (1989)

Weick

orientation.

is based on problem

regulations

in the current models of helping [medical modell it may seem foolish or dangerous to
ignore

for dealing

strategies

interventive

and bolsters

surrounds

easily swayed,

that is not

system

held belief

a deeply

forms

approach

the dominant

that

superstructure

The theoretical

its causes.

with

and

difficulty

of human

recognition

sever the ties between

that would

approach

any

or to consider

behavior

of pathological

seems to be the clear presence

what

much less relinquished.

Role ambiguity
Role ambiguity
affect

regular

basis affect

vulnerable

because

in values

the conflict

that although

writes

professions,

an of the helping
they are the direct

as well as the role ambiguity
Erera (1989)

social welfare

role ambiguity

in government

that require

constant

regulations

demanding

policies perceived
experiences

agencies:

retroactive

as irrelevant

( They don't

processes
First,

and unlearning

leag

changes

continual

workers

in government

going

delivery.

of Social
on).

for this

in policy

Second,

of procedures.

changes in service

what's

changes

social

that are responsible

to the Department

understand

and fiscal policies

it.

that accompanies

on a

are most

programs

for county

It can be difficult

six major

listed

shift experienced

and the political

work from the empowerment perspective because of continual
prog

Perlmutter

independence.

client

of the social philosophy

products

of federal, state, and county governments.

to have a negative

has also been found

to promote

as they attempt

on social workers

(1990)

agencies

in government

Third,

Services

Fourth,

actual

unrealistic

to
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in regard

limitations

policies

appropriate

implementation

The double

bind

disempowered
(1983)

& Wenocur

having

internalized

mixture

of guilt,

agencies

One of which

a double

Still wanting

double

of

in a number

forces

and economic

meet its clients'

cannot

they are expected

to meet those
alike and

and supervisor

to please agency

often tum their outrage

frustration,

repressed

anger, and eventually,

transaction

according

to Sherman

often

to Sherman

Accordmg

bind".

are caught

bind, the workers

agency

in a government

is that the agency

tells the workers

bind.

the agency's

for

required

instructions

out of the political

binds that grow

needs, at the same time the agency
needs, thus creating

that social workers

in public

social workers

on these agencies.

impinging

concrete

And

by the county.

those established

by what has been called the "double

organizational

disempowering

Sometimes

authorities.

(p.73).

suggests

review

The literature

different

fail to include

which

sixth, vague

become

with

set by the state conflict

Fifth,

state of confusion.

from

originating

policies

incompatible

The absence of specified

and time.

to personnel

DSS

fail to take into account

only adds to the considerable

priorities

policies

which

set by state policies,

standards

depression

into a

at their working

conditions.
Another
interact

workers

the workers

with

have accepted

resources.

agency
not with

their clients.

an abstract

personal

Because

agency but with
anger and frustration

persons

(1983)

of their own and the agency's

responsibility

Yet many of their clients'

and Wenocur

to provide

needs cannot

help despite
be met.

who have accepted

onto the workers.

clients

focus their

double

bind, in that they are now held responsible

Thus,

by their clients

occurs

when

expectations,
the lack of

Since clients

responsibility
the workers

interact
to help, the

are put in a

for help they feel they
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but cannot

should,

in fact, provide
anger.

the clients'

cope with

in governrnent

way social workers

as functional

is by what

is defined

of conflict

management,

themselves

nor allow

agency's

as targets

themselves

remove

whereby

workers

neither

abdicate

their values

from

others

is a means
of the

in favor

It means that workers

by the organization.

to be absorbed
of pressure

a sense of empowerment
noncapitulation

Functional

noncapitulation.

that the

found

(1983)

are able to maintain

agencies

state of

is a perpetual

& Wenocur

Sherman

However,

and powerlessness.

inner tunnoil

cannot

to help.

their inability

for the workers,

transactions,

often

in this bind, workers

they often cannot justify

Worse,

of these complex

The result

Caught

adequately.

inside or outside

the agency.

all
Instead, tl'iey become active decision makers in reciprocal relationships with others at
levels in the organization.

hierarchical

to capitulate

and where

to negotiate

continually

expectations

with

cannot "do

it all."

and rebound
client

their clients
Workers

set limits

the bureaucracy.

do.

they can and cannot
of guilt

of responsibility
Finally,

settings

over their lives.

(1983)

& Wenocur
wit

gain a measure

the workers
to accept,

by assisting

onto the organization

Sherman

if they are to help their clients

Because

they are willing

must be able to act as agents of change for themselves

institutional

realistic

establish

Workers

on the amount

and capacity

a willingness

to maintain

of their work.

about what

some of the burden

to negotiate

workers

the conditions

workers

decide when

are based on strategic

the terms of the compromise

the stance requires

Thus,

considerations.

or hold firm:

and actively

consciously

The workers

emphasize

the
that

their own
of power

and control
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Approach

Empowerment

gain

greater

which

and constantly

is dynamic

cannot

wen as process

tensions

these restraints

that oppress

(Saleebey,

families

to discover

manage

ezotions,

does not follow that
is a product as

For empowerment

point.

is a means of assisting
them,

and around

and tools within

and material resources

knowledge,

& Miller,

(DeJong

become

than telling

the

of

aware

from

them and help them free themselves

and limit

and use resources
skills,

need to help people

Empowerment

1996).

rather

their own problems,
their difficulties

the

can "discover

clients

in which

a context

to do to overcome

social workers

clients

conflicts

and action,

because there is a dynamic
of empowerment),

state"

to handle

themselves"

within

power

pd

Simply

means creating

clients

To empower

1995).

evolving.

of both thought

1990).

(Staples,

what they need or ought

clients

It is a process

be assessed at a particular

Empoweig
considerable

over life.

(as well as no "final

process

empowerment
the concept

and mastery

control

the ability to act so as to

and exercise

is able to strengthen

or group

an individual

many changes

involving

development

of continuing

is a process

Empowerment
whereby

Framework

and Conceptual

Theoretica}

and

individuals

as well as, to

effectively (Saleebey,1996;

Sherman & Wenocur, 1983).
Torre
empowerment.
possibly

culminates

heightened
from
people

First,

feelings

in larger

of self esteem,

and later involves

which

themes
begins

which

Second,

efficacy

and control

attempts

which

remain

education

of

in the conceptualization
with

growth,

individual

and finally;

liberation,

resulting

of powerless

and politicization

on the part of the powerless

to gain power

oppressive.

(Parsons,

1991)

defines

empowerment

become

strong

enough

to participate

as: "a process
within,

and

by

state marked

a psychological

change.

begins with

collective

and to change those structures

people

social

three major
process

a developmental

a social movement

Torre

identified

1991)

(Parsons,

through

which

share in the control

of,
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power

and sufficient

Perspective

Strengths

with

to assume control

opportunities

have been found

their highest

than to their failings
individual.

strengths.

places an emphasis

Continuing

The emphasis

for new growth

(Weick

provided

individuals

possible.

Individuals

with

with

perspective

is rooted

occurs

growth

on the positive
et al. 1989).

through

in the belief

have equal access to resources

capability

of an

capacities

and development

in institutions

and normalization

that people
1995).

are now living

in community
can continue

jobs.
to grow

of

serve as a stimulus
has
as

to live their lives as autonomously

and working

(Chapin,

have, rather

along the lines of

development

Deinstitutionalization

DD an opportunity

supports

people

positive

the recognition

aspects of human

who were once living

minimal

apartments

to continue

DD to obtain

with

individuals

realized

than on

rather

to the strengths

on the already

will be more likely

The individual

those strengths.

Attention

they have few

because

on strengths
of

the ability

affect

possible.

level of functioning

disabilities

Focusing

in their lives.

to positively

is

The need to focus on self-determination

developmental

with

for people

important

particularly

to be especiany true

this has been found

disabilities.

developmental

there is a

profession

In the helping

1992).

(Saleebey,

and pathology,

weakness

bias toward

for individuals

deficits

in social work

process

of the helping

focus

be the central

should

and pathologies

than their problems

rather

their environments,

and

of people

and resources

holds that the strengths

perspective

The strengths

pervasive

their lives and the lives of those they care

to influence

(p.l8).

about"

The

knowledge

skills,

gain particular

that people

necessitates

"empowerment

and in that part,

their lives,"

affecting

events and institutions

and influence,

in their own

The strengths
and change

and should
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Perspective

Ecological

with

individual
pursue

change

developmental
fashion

them.

that focus

with

coping

skills (Cox,

and community

terms,

to live their lives as
workshops

and sheltered

homes

has increased

This integration
with

of life of many individuals

level as well as the quality

and

1992).

have the right

employment.

assessments

as enablers,

and workers

firom group

have moved

a

aspects of practice:

in transactional

as resources

than to

rather

relationships

the following

emphasizes

disabilities

a more normal

disabilities

of clients

developmental
Many

areas and community

natural

of problems

to increase

as possible.

to their own apartments
competency

and strengthen

the view

the use of the environment

independently

developmental

the redefinition

on competence,

Individuals

with

perspective

The ecological

perspective,

humanistic

in residential

was to support

The intent

lifestyle.

Fosterhomes

individuals

has provided

in a more normalized

to interact

the opportunity

were allowed

disabilities

with

individuals

deinstitutionalization

With

unit to

the whole

with

of working

and the necessity

and competence.

the environment.

with

employment

replace

the environment

of the

of the interactions

the importance

emphasizes

perspective

The ecological

the

developmental

disabilitieq.

The task of social workers
independence
environments.

while

improving

This, in turn,

the person's

regarding

obtain

and maintain

community

resources;

review

identified

independence.

fit with

six areas which

reforms

program

of the direct

influence

client

competency

both the social

(Cox,

in the community

These include:

skill and training

skills,

the environment.

appropriate

as possible

a client's right to live as autonomously

with

interactions

the clients'

increases

also need to make recornrnendations

The literature

coping

is to enhance clients'

the ability

self-esteem;

service

sta'f;

family

and

and physical
Social

workers

that promote
1992).

of clients

to

support;

case manager

attitudes,
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e'ffects

as positive

as well

can have negative

influences

These

and policies.

regulation

and govemrnent

support;

and supervisor

development

professional

towards

as clients

work

strengths

and abilities

independence
show

Studies
likely

How

a client

well

as provide

1983; W41die
were

providers

feedback

& Mosley,

1996).

found

to empower

was found
promote

that

positive

(Levine

abilities
likely

also found

review

literature

their

to meet

and unabie

inadequate

service

direct

are more

their

clients.

to be an important
in their

on how

Finally,

Professional
factor

for

clients

their

for a long

period

who

to promote

the client

social

workers

development

case managers
(Gutierrez

The

1993).

strengths

client

independence

as well

as

(Schunk,

service

and direct

him or herself
feel empowered
as supervisor

to feel empowered

et al., 1995).

they may feel

on client

who

If

choices.

focus

views

are

et al., 1989).

to make

of time

& Saleebey,

held by case managers

Attitudes

1984).

ability

to impact

providers

likely

(Weick

don't

who

(Holmes

needs

own

to have an impact

& Fleming,

empowerment

services

govemment

has been receiving

a client

was found

him/herself

feels about

on client

than those

independence

client

to promote

more

focus

who

workers

social

that

and their
are more
support

and able to
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Three

Chapter

Methodology
Overview
Chapter

rights

of human

for the protection

(5) procedure

analysis,

(4) data

(3) data collection,

design,

of the research

explanation

and an overall

questions

(2) research

proposition,

the (1) research

six sections,

three contains

of the study.

and (6) limitations

Methodology
Proposition

Research

needed

Self-sufficiency
of service

least atnount

is defined

as accepting

necessary

to enhance

assumptions

organized,

is that it provides

developmental

disabilities

developmental
to which

disabilities

this service

which

services

dictate

how much service

level of functioning.

no outside

help or utilizing

skills that may be underdeveloped.
skills program

on what

by the SILS

are offered

to individuals

The study also seeks to clatify

program.

self-sufficiency.

promotes

services

research

The following

questions

Questions
services

are offered

1)

What

2)

Do these services

3)

In what

The

with

emerged:

Research

the

as it is currently

of clients

enhance the ability

is

be independent.

study is focused

The present

or needing

living

as

to assist them in becoming

their highest

of the semi-independent

ideological

supportive

to provide

functioning

and maintain

to obtain

to assist individuals

disabilities

levels of client

Diffeig

as possible.

independent

developmental

with

to individuals

services

were designed

skills services

living

Semi-independent

by the semi-independent

contribute

living

skills program?

to self-sufficiency'?

ways do these services

contribute

to self-sufficiency?

with
the extent
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Research

Design

This was an exploratory

study using survey

of this study was to formulate
'to

develop

a well-grounded

hypotheses
mental

research

for future

picture

The purpose

design methods.

research

(Rubin

of what was occiug,"

& Babbie,

1993)

and

(Neuman,

1991,

p.

19).
This exploratory
the research

study used both qualitative

questions.

The exploratory

the study was to discover

research

what was occurmg

and quantitative

design was used because

(Neuman,

1991).

interviews
ensured
against

with

county

a higher

(Rubin

& Babbie,

provided

1993).

to clients

program

service

questionnaire

the interviewer

with

from

some flexiThility

interview
& Babbie,

client

each person

coordinators.
1993).

intent

living

when wording

questions

interviewer

interviews
a safeguard

misunderstood

obtaining

skills progratns
Both

relevant

the intent

view

the services
of the

as well as d'irect
of this program.

was used to ensure that complete

questions.
on particular

It also provided
interviews.

biases and inconsistencies

of

responses

and the ability

case managers

for a more in-depth

guide approach

on all relevant

research

Face-to-face

of this study was to identify

to allow

of

individual

It also provided

thereby

self-sufficiency.

interview

by conducting

If the respondent

matters,

The prumry

guide also reduced
1993).

items.

cla

were interviewed

A semi-structured
was gathered

could

& Babbie,

by the semi-independent

to promote

pr(ividers

and SILS

rate (Rubin

the intent

Rubin&Babbie(1993).

data were collected

case managers

response

misunderstood

a question

SILS

and quantitative

to answer

Exploratory

usingqualitativemethodsissupportedbyNeurnan(1991)and
Qualitative

methods

data

the researcher

Using

(Neuman,

the
1991;

Rubin
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Definitions

Operational

The independent variables are family and community support, service provider skill
abilities,

on client

and feedback

1) Presence

of direct

2) Skffl and training
io clients

feedback

ongoing

and receive

needs than those who
3) Social

goals,

of indepepdence

help"

documents

strengths

variable

or

positive

who provide

providers

Service

the case manager

strengths

client

to follow through on goals

clients

with

service

decreased

as well as the atnount

and abilities

cases: A case manger

in the service plan, takes advantage
client

cases will

is self-sufficiency.

Dictionary

For the purposes

of supportive

least amount

church

have clients

who writes
of ongoing

who reach higher

levels

than those who do not.

to the Webster's

(p. 906).

client

spend on individual

The dependent
accordmg

with

about

attitude

worker

and spends time on individual

training

friends

do not.

of time case managers
outcome

family,

This includes

skills will have more

to update

training

staf:

service

work

abilities,

about

The

is self-sufficiency.

needed assistance.

who will provide

organizations

system:

or absence of a support

variable

disability

client

are as follows:

variables

of the independent

definitions

operational

The dependent

cases.

individual

with

and involvement

about

skill and attitude

and social worker

(1989)

necessary

or needing

means "accepting

to enhance

also include,

will

of this study the definition

services

of self-sufficiency

The definition

living

skills which

no outside
utilizing

the

may be

underdeveloped.
The concept
fosterhome;
services

of self-sufficiency

(2) living

and ; (4) living

with

family

in a private

was operationalized

members;
residence

(3) living
without

in this study as: (1)

in a private
SILS

residence

services.

with

Living
SILS

in a
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clients

Social

County

program

coordinators

Services

to provide

SILS

convenience

by using non-probability
with

clients

a case load of

who maintain

disabilities
of agencies

Services.

Also,

program

coordinators

Kandiyohi

County

Social

Services

to provide

County

contracted

with

Social

County

from
who have
were

services

SILS

social

of

sampling

developmental

Social

Kandiyohi

Kandiyohi

to clients.

services

The sample was obtained
workers

with

who have contracted

of the agencies

in this study were

chosen to participate

Also

disabilities.

developmental

with

of

were also case managers

All of the social workers

Services.

at

working

in the study were social workers

chosen to participate

Individuals
Kandiyohi

Population

of the Study

Characteristics

sampled.

The key to sampling in qualitative research is to select a purposeful sample or one
that is information

with

who work

were also sampled.
to Rubin

Quantitative

methods

as, emphasizes
Babbie,

with

1993).

describes

the production

Kandiyohi

This study will

& Babbie

(1993)
with

Case managers

precision

of precise

from

Social

Services

also use quantitative

this will increase

who

four

case managers

All of them were given an

coordinator

County

developmental

with

are social workers

are currently

There

disabilities.
A program

in the study.

who have contracted

According

basis.

developmental

with

to participate

opportunity

services

clients

Services.

Family

on a regular

a case load of clients

maintain

agencies

County

at Kandiyohi

disabilities

of clients

who were also case managers

of all social workers

consisted

sample for this study

The purposive

1993).

& Babbie,

rich (Rubin

and generalizable

to provide

methods

the reliability

the characteristics

each of seven

to conect data.

of the findings.

of a population,

statistical

SILS

findings

as well

(Rubin

&
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Recruitment

of Respondents

The sample in this study was identified
either being a case manager
with

DD.

letters

All of the 11 participants

(see appendix)

participation.
Services

contacted

Services

as

for persons

by the researcher

using cover

the study and the voluntary
by management

Social

SILS provider

DD or a contracted

were initially

explained

County

nature

at Kandiyohi

of their

County

Social

7, 1997.

letters

made with

were

were mailed

to the entire

the prospective

sannple on January

respondents

14, 1997.

to set up appointments

Phone

for the

Face-to-face interviews were conducted Januag 15, 1997 through Januaty 30,

interview5.

Data

with

The study was approved

The cover

1997.

which

on January

contacts

of clients

by Kandiyohi

The interviews

took

from

one to two hours

to complete.

Collection
This study is exploratory

and for fiiture
and client

hypotheses

self-sufficiency.

conversational

concerning

questions.

key questions.

provided

during

more in-depth

information

the program.

It also allowed

wording

of questions

to each particular

experiences
inconsistencies

across all participants

to emerge.
(Neiunan,

Using
1991;

the

focused

the SILS

interview

This approach

and ensured

program

guide

about the program

interview

using

(Rubin

1993).

for a
were

and ways in which

& Babbie,

the individual

to

the open-ended

to adapt the sequencing

guide also reduced

& Babbie,

allowed

all respondents

guide was used because

yet allowed

Rubin

hypothesis

guide was used by the researcher

the interviewer

interview

between

a structured

the interview.

An interview

improve

was systematic

from

The interview

were covered

may be used in formulating

the relationship

style, but kept the interview

asked the satne
questions

topics

testing

Data was collected

open and glosed-ended
ensure certain

in that the findings

1993).

perspectives
interviewer

to

and

The approach
and
biases and
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working

experiences

allowed

the respondents

have felt pertinent

they might

recommends

1990)

descriptions

straightforward

for the respondents
questions

that noncontroversial

and training.

that

comments

about

questions

recall.

as it requires
that ask for relatively
Additional

be used to begin the interview.

plan and goals; and education

on; the sezice

began with

The interview

to the research.

Lists were provided

services.

progratn

to add any additional

were encouraged

questions

the inference

bias from

without

their own perspective

to express

guide

the open-ended

Providing

questions.

and open-ended

and

thoughts

The interview

disabilities.

developmental

with

The respondents

of the question.

Patton,

closed

of both

consisted

clients

with

to the

guide pertained

of the participants'

a description

to elicit

and sought

questions

research

questions

focused
was

information

Demographic

at the end of the interview.

collected

Data Collection

Procedures
dining

The data were collected

respondents were interviewed
respondeI+ts

The interviews

were conducted

interviews

the face-to-face

at their respective
at a neutral

chose to be interviewed

one to two hours.

place of employment.
location.

were conducted

by the pmcipal

Tbree

of 1997.

to increase

of the

lasted between

Each interview

in January

investigator

of the

Eight

interviews.

All of the

the consistency

across

the iriterviews.
Field notes were taken dunng
provided

the

with

and in consultation

the literature
in the interview

The questions

D).

(see Appendix

thesis advisor

from

was developed

guide

The interview

for the respective

respondents

felt would

questions,

be pertinent

the interview.

The field notes included

as well as, any additional
to the research.

information

answers
the

Data

Table

Data

and

of Analysis

Level

Analysis

1. 1-

Considered

did each participant

I. What
say about

Field

about

did the group

say

Field

of aggregate

Field

and

were

Field

the key

identified

research

themes

of aggregate
in relation

responses

by

Field

not

Open

notes

to

questions.

Clustering

notes

the research?

there

of aggregate
in relation

responses
research

to

questions.

Clustemg

notes

observed

were

in relation

responses

in the research?

Were

data in

to the research

research

similarities

elements

interview

Clusteig

notes

each research

What

for Coding/Analysis

questions.

differences

III.

Scheme

Organizing

relation

the research

question?

What

scheme

Clustering

notes

question?

II. What

analysis

Used

Answered

Question

Data

to

questions.

coding

by the research

covered
questions?

What
suggest

Literature

did the findings
for policy,

practice

and research?

What

was the overall

of the study?

message

review

Comparison
literature

of study
review.

findings
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analysis

among

participants'

Inductive
1996).

(Smallen,

said about

said about

what the group

as a whole

were listed and prominent

addressed

what the group

or key elements

in the data.

identified

the implications

to social

work

Procedure
is no identifying

that participation

was voluntary

agencies.

Respondents

participate

by signing

information

The third

was destroyed.

The overall

information
and would

form.

message

level of analysis

Data was also aggregated
identified

the most prominent

of the study was presented

practice.

for Protection

were advised
a consent

level of analysis

the field notes were
The second

questions.

said about the questions.

as a whole

and differences.

by the siriarities

There

to the research

in relation

and organized

reviewed

For the first level of analysis

question.

to the research

questions

there was a series of interview

question

research

For each specific

with

and differences

Similarities

question.

identified

scheme

were identified.

patterns

related

level of analysis

The second

data analysis
each participant

what

described

The first level of analysis

each research

for each question.

using a three-phase

was organized

analysis

question.

each resegch

and mean response

of responses

by percentages

data was organized

Quantitative

questions.

to the interview

responses

1995).

and patterns

themes

common

data was used to identify

of qualitative

Content

taken of

& Gell,

of the data (Weinbach

the characteristics

the sample and ses

to simple

measurements

is based on

analyses

Descriptive

terms.

and more understandable

the

analyses the data was reduced

By using descriptive

of the data.

characteristics

analyses was used to summarize

statistical

descriptive

In this study,

of Human

in the thesis.
not affect

by the researcher
After

Rights

All participants

were informed

their job status at their respective
that they could

the data was recorded

provide

all identifying

consent

to
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The

The agency

agencies.

SILS

with

Individuals

chosen

Other

disabilities.

Content

disabilities.
patterns

among

analyzed

using
four.

also case managers

were

were

participants
County

Kandiyoi

with

analysis

participants'
descriptive

were

in the study

to participate

who

Services

Data

disabilities.

developmental

individuals

chapter

in-depth

staff

service
knowledge

as clients

as well

of the

of the program.

was an exploratory study of the Semi-Independent Living Skills Program for

Ti

contract

more

due to the use of a nonprobability

direct

Interviewing

have provided

would

program

Social

1993).

& Babbie,

(Rubin

but was not possible

have been better,

is lessened

of

may not be representative

area which

would

sample

validity

External

due to tirr)e constraints.
sample

A larger

area.

in the metro

agencies

in a rural

is located

studied

service

of all social

may not be representative

agency

in one government

workers

Social

size.

and sample

sampling

by the non-probability

is limited

which

findings

the generalizabihty

include

and methodology

design

of the research

The limitations

Design,

of the Research

Limitations

of the research

2, 1997.

on January

subjects

of human

is 96-26-2.

number

approval

for the study

College

of Augsburg

Board

Review

by the Institutional

approved

were

proposal

and research

questionnaire

The

SILS

SILS

to provide

of qualitative
responses

statistical

social

workers

coordinators
services

from

analysis.

The results

with

to persons

questions.

County

Kandiyohi

agencies

from

data was used to identify

to the interview

interviews.

developmental

with

for individuals

program

in face-to-face

was collected

developmental

common
Qualitative

of the study

which

themes

and

data was

are discussed

in
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Chapter

Four

Findings
Overview
Chapter
information,
program

four

contains

(2) factors
strengths

developmental
Additional

which

data gathered
what

for

staff

SILS

factors

of the study

lead to client

and weaknesses,

disabilities,

to occur,

the findings

examine

when

determme

and recommendations

a decrease

for changes

of the respondents

the agencies

managers

over

who

have

to individuals
provided
Table

worked

with

(3)

individuals

members,

and (6) progratn

or termination

of services

living,

training

the SILS

with
goals.

is most

likely

opportunities

program.

Study

Information

All

services

working

to improve

of the

(1) demographic

and independence,

for independent

Results
Demographic

faced

of family

readiness

include;

self-sufficiency

(4) difficulties

(5) involvement

which

a contract
with

as case managers

Table

one for

1.2

were
with

contacted

Kandiyohi

developmental

information

1.2 provides

10 years,

who

participated
County

disabilities

in the study.

Social

as well

Services

as all four

to provide

of

SILS

of the county

case

a breakdown
in a social

of

service

the length
agency.

of time

the respondents

One has worked

in social

have
services

5 to 10 years, one for l to 5 years and one for less that one year.

Case Manager

Less than

Experience

in a Social

Service

one year

25%

years

25%

to ten years

25%

One to five

Over

seven

for this study.

Percent

Five

All

ten years

25%

4

100%

Agency.
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Table 1.3 provides
working
two,

with

clients

with

a breakdown
DD.

One has worked

for 5 to 10 years and four,

Table 1.3

held by SILS coordinators

of the experience
with

the SILS

for over 10 years.

Experience

as a SILS

Program

Coordinator.
Percent

Frequency
One to five years

l

14.3%

Five to ten years

2

28.6%

Over ten years

4

57.1%

7

100%

Table 1.4 provides
clients

with

DD.

developmental
coordinators

Three
disabilities

were found

for 1 to 5 years,

program

a breakdown

of

case managers

the respondents

were found

experience

to have worked

with

for 5 to 10 years and one for over 10 years.
to have worked

with

persons

with

working
persons

with
with

All seven SILS

developmental

disabilities

over 10 years.

Table 1.4

Experience

Working

with

Frequency

Individuals

with

Percent

Five to ten years

3

27.3%

Over ten years

8

72.7%

11

100%

Developmental

Disabilities

for

Table 1.5 provides
SILS

coordinators.

Masters

degree.

of the educational

Of the case managers,
Three

have a Bachelors
coordinators

a breakdown

three have their Bachelors

have their social work

license.

Of the SILS

degree and three have an Associates

have a social work

level of the case managers

of Arts

Highest

Degree

food

preparation,

sufficiency.

27.3%

BS/BA

7

63.6%

MS

l

9.1%

11

l00%

72.7%

Eighty-one

to Client
100%

felt case management

skills training,

Self-Sufficiency

(Table

1.6) felt that money

care and grocery
percent

use of public

adult issues and behavior

shopping

felt socialization

was important.
transportation,

management

Table 1.6 Services

Which

management

management,

were services

was important

In addition,
assertiveness

as being important

Contribute

to Client

Frequency
Money

housekeeping,

that contributed

to self-sufficiency

the respondents
training,

training

to client

Percent

11

100%

11

100 %

Food

11

100 %

Laundry

Care

11

100%

Grocery

Shopping

II

100%

Socialization

9

81.8%

Case management

8

72.7%

listed

to self
and

safety

in vulnerable

self-sufficiency.

Self-Sufficiency

Housekeeping
Preparation

SILS

Percent

3

laundry

Two

four

Obtained

Frequency

Of the respondents

coordinators

degree.

AA

Contribute

degree and one a

license.

Table 1.5

Seravices Which

and

Independence

to Client

Lead

Which

Factors

100%

respondents

felt money

management

shopping

was needed

felt grocery

percent

63.6%

Table 1.7 Factors

Which

Lead to Client

Percent

management

11

Shopping

10

90.9%

9

81.8%

8

72.7%

8

72.7%

Case management

7

63.6%

Socialization

7

63.6%

Preparation

Food

Housekeeping
Care

J,aundry

Some of the respondents
care were services

and weren't

program

case managers
independent

and SILS

living.

some may choose
differences

One provider

it was sometimes

for independent

felt that socialization
stated that " if

clients

posses the skills required

to have many friends

and others

Others

not done properly.

that the staff should

and laundry

house keeping

for in some way other than through

to master

providers,

need to be respected."

staff involvement,

felt that case management,

be provided

necessary

then they already

program

service

that could

living.

Other

for their own

like to do things

socialization

friend,

for

socialization,

alone and these

It was felt that there should
the clients

both

for the SILS

are appropriate

to provide

the SILS

respondents,

was not necessary

felt that even though

not become

by

Independence

100%

Grocery

care

to live independently

Frequency
Money

for

were found

and socialization

for the client

to be important

of the respondents

and laundry

felt housekeeping

Ninety

was needed

felt food preparation

Case management

independence.

for client

percent

Seventy-two

the client to live independently.
were needed

and 81.8%

independence.

for client

was important

Of the

1.7).

(Table

to

were found

independence

and food preparation

shopping

grocery

management,

be money

lead to client

which

factors

The three most important

was a needed

be less direct

and more facilitation

of natural
occur.

relationships,

with

Another

respondent

SILS program.

Additional

behavior

management,

and without

others

felt that providing
areas of service

safety skills,

with

developmental

emotional

support

need identified

assertiveness

disabilities

was also a service

by the respondents

training,

should

the ability

of the

were;

to access commutnty

resources.

Program

Strengths
Skill of the SILS

staff was found

of the program.

The provision

strength
strengths

of the SILS program.

by 72. 7% of the respondents.
socialization

strength

House

'5y 36.4%

keeping

(Table

of the fonowing

Money

management

Case management,

and skill of the SILS

respondents.

by 81.8%

1.8) of the respondents
services

was foiu'id

laundry

grocery
by 54.5%

care and the ISP vvere foiu'id

to a program

staff

management

Percent

9

81.8%

8

72.7%

6

54.5%

Food

6

54.5%

6

54.5%

6

54.5%

6

54.5%

4

36.4%

4

36.4%

4

36.4%

Preparation
Shopping

Socialization
of choice

of SILS

provider

Case plan
Laundry
House

Care
Keeping

The respondents
strengths.

shopping,
of the

Case management

Availability

strength

Strengths
Frequency

Skill of the SILS

Grocery

to be

of the respondents.

Table 1.8 Program

Money

to be a program

food preparation,

staff were felt to be a strength

skills,

were also found

to be a

provided

Case management

explanations

was found

to their responses

to be a strength

of

about the program

the SILS program

because

the
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the case manager

to contact

avenue

the pary

with

upon the skill of the case manager

depended

management

as well as the# involvement

the client.

skilled

carries

Turnover

such as; less dependency

benefits

to learn positive

values

on individual

and skills from

the different

members

and case manager

It was felt that the role of the SILS

strength.
model

and

of employees.

of the client

with

the family

requires

what

family

of

members

as well as the client
the client,

fatnily

skill and was found

staff was to be a companion,

to be a

advocate,

role

teacher.

Other
management
transportation
allows

relationships

for services

are requesting

staff what they

and the ability

staff to coordinate

The skill of the SILS

some training.

less

staff members.

Occasionally

their clieqts, was also found to be a strength.

It was

jobs.

it was felt that there are some

staff members

The skill of the SILS staff to build positive

require

in a low tumover

however,

connotation,

it a negative

with

resulted

benefits,

as well as providing

were worth,

quality

felt that paying

SILS provider

Another

who stays longer.

paying

of time, than to hire someone

staff for a short period

to hire quality

it has been found

however,

they leave for better

the staff the more quickly

that the more qualified
felt that it is better

to be a strength,

staff was also found

Skill of the SILS

SILS

of case

it was felt that the quality

However,

to access services.

because this was

important

was felt to be particularly

Case management

respect.

mutual

was one of

and provider

the case manager

between

also felt that the relationship

providers

The SILS

on problems.

and direction

input

to receive

to be able

that it was beneficial

in this study reported

Providers

goqls are being met.

client

and make sure that

of services

the coordination

is to provide

case manager

role of the

it is important

because
because

the program
provider

listed were;

areas of strengths

clients

can't

to be tailored

and finally,

the interdisciplinary

to safeguard
always

afford

to meet specific

socialization

team approach,
SILS

clients

money;

public

transportation,

staff providing

client needs; availability

was felt to be a program

money

strength.

the ISP which
of a choice

of a
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Weaknesses

Program

staff was found
management
36.4%
found

and the case plan (ISP)

weakness

by 18.2%

felt that food preparation,

of SILS

Case

of the respondents.

of the program

by

socialization

were

inanagement.and

of the respondents.
care, grocery

SILS

Skill of the

weaknesses.

to be a weakness

money

laundry

were weaknesses

provider

by 54.5%

were found

keeping,

House

of the respondents.

respondents
choice

weakness

to be a program

to be a program

of the program

a breakdown

Table 1.9 provides

Nine percent

the

of

and availability

shopping

of

of the program.

Table 1.9 Program

Weaknesses
Percent

of the SILS

Skill

54.5%

staff

36.4%

Case plan

36.4%

Case management

l 8.2%

management

Money

18.2%

Housekeeping

18.2%

Socialization

9.1%

Preparation

Food

Laundry

Care

9.1%

Grocery

Shopping

9.1 %

Choice

9.1%

of SILS provider

Fifty four percent of the respondents reported that case mansBrment wss a
program

strength,

program.

Reasons

and case manager.
on goals.
their clients

however,

36% believed

given for this response

case management

were, lack of communication

It was felt that case managers

It was also suggested

that case managers

wen due to the high number

to be a weakness

of clients

should

provide

more

of the

between
guidance

provider
and input

do not have the time to get to know
on their

case loads.
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The ISP was listed by 36% of the respondents
because

the case plan has not always

Without

the ISP it is difficult

manager

and to coordinate

received

good

direction

independently.
not documented
While

clients.

from

54% believed
include,

of a mutual

understanding

to be a strength.

as wen as SILS

philosophy

staff.

dependency

was a program

by 81% of the

provided

by the

to live independently.

It

that the most needy and

It was also believed

of the SILS

program

progratn.

that thejr is a lack

and that there are diffemg
This divergent

as a program

view

causes

of training

goals.

Eighteen

connection

activities.

of the program.
in the SILS

percent

The reason provided

them to initiate

activities

others

found

feel they can no longer

there may be less flexibility
client

weakness

or for socialization

the loss of flexibility

weakness.

This emotional

in the client.

clients

given for this is that providers

for meeting

instead

strength

Reasons

coordinators

listed lack of flexibility

The reason

accountability

the community.

that are

participants.

service

felt that even though

the clients

cases

care staff to meet the needs of their

staff are not training

of life has been lost with

socialization
with

weakness.

and use them when there is an emergency

respondents

staff haven't

to manage

to be a program

about the goal of the SILS

Some respondents

that quality

of the case

in the day to day life of a client

of the direct

get the least experienced

about the overall
among

training

that the SILS

clients

more

happen

it to be a progrmi

inadequate

challenging

hours

the expectations

and were allowed

staff was found

was felt by both case managers

confusion

staff by the case manager.

It was also felt that in the past SILS

many things

this is

weakness

in the ISP.

It is believed

opinions

to the SILS

staff to know

case managers

skill of the SILS

respondents,
respondents

for the SILS
services.

And finally,

been provided

to be a program

it

bank

It is felt

However,
program

of the respondents

other
there is
felt

was, staff were socializing
with

to the staff person

their peers and others

was felt to create

in
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Transportation
strength

was also listed as a program

by other respondents.

The reasons provided

appointments

and activities

dependency.

Some respondents

transportation

felt that public

provide

felt that clients

funding

or decrease

to successfiilly

Difficulties

became

and encouraged

transportation

service

When

clients

with

quality

of services

36.4%

of the respondents

unity

hours

due to government

Working

With

Clients

difficulty

Additional

Second,

by 54.5%

sometimes

service

disabilities:

members

to work

because

cuts they may not be ready

with

DD clients.

More

with

their

family

services

members

together

program
of clients

for the good

independence

to become

but family

be difficult

independent

they felt it was difficult

clients,

support
members

and not fosteig
goals was listed as a
were found

of the client,

to

members

goals will

give the client
to meet their

was listed as a difficulty
with

by

the goals of the program.

for the client

to work

for

to ensure that goals are

independence

do not follow

Family

it will

lack of time to monitor

with

relationships

who

Disabilities

goals are being met was mentioned

if they do not support

work

encourages

Developmental

First,

when working

to build

of the respondents.

lack of motivation

If clients are forced to

(Table 2.1) of difficulties they face when

staff are promoting

that they are not capable

respondents

Other

transportation.

and that the SILS staff

fiinding

with

time is needed to monitor

of the teatn don't

If the provider

message
Third,

as a difficulty

family

be difficult

the members
met.

developmental

and to make sure program

being met and that direct
dependency.

staff for

in the community.

is needed for case managers

and providers.

clients to

drive

upon

to use public

cuts was also listed as a weakness.

live independently

Faced

with

dependent

was too expensive

Tlie respondents provided three exatnples
working

staff who

this service.

Government
terminate

were,

them to do this independently create

of teaching

if they were not trained

respondents
should

instead

by some respondents and a

weakness

clients

who

If all
not be
the

goals.

by 72.7o/o of the

don't

want to help

and who are satisfied

themselves

days they seem to have it and other

client, "some

every

retarded

mentally

ever they want them to do.

to do things

with

to work

and challenging

staff and do

and have more

functioning

who are higher

severely

because

they want

their own way."

B@lancing
meeting

The clients

to be more difficult

were found

abilities

"The

days they don't."

with

differ

disabilities

because they like to please the SILS

with

are easier to work

it to be frustrating

found

Learning

over and over.

make the same mistakes

to see clients

for so long that they no longer

the respondents

In addition

they can do it themselves."

believe

what

the needs of the clients

have been meeting

programs

as

as well

members,

"Family

to live off the system.

and needs of clients,

the values

members,

and

case managers

to be a challenge

was also found

of the licensure

the requirements

family

for service

providers

Table

2. l Difficulties

When

Experienced

DD Clients

with

Working

Percent

Frequency
Lack

of client

members

Family
Lack

follow

who don't

for quality

of time to monitor

Involvement

Of the respondents

100%

their care were not any more

protect

program

of services

felt that clients

may not always

for the client

72.7%

6

54.5oA

4

36.4%

who have family

than those who

independent

be realistic

them or push their own agenda

do things

goals

8

Members

of Family

was felt that families

independent

to become

motivation

about

members

involved

did not have family

client

abilities.

"Families

on them and not anow them to grow."

that they can do for themselves.

only charice of success is to be dependent

upon others."

This makes

the client

in

contact.

It

try to
"They

may

feel that their
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Family
developmental

involvement

was felt to be very important

disabilities

to clients.

it

place great value on their families,

with

"Persons

them a senseof

gives

belonging."
Families

who are supportive

independent
assistance
experience

as possible

were found

as well as emotional
the natural

felt to increase
"You

support

consequences

the ability

of clients

client

and allowing

independence.
the client

for those mistakes
to become

the clients

of rescuing

Heating

ability

and to

to make mistakes

instead

independent.

practical

Providing

them were also

encouragement

like;

to reach their goals.

Goals
Of the respondents

providers

are responsible

provider,

case manager,

goals.

the client as

and the goal of rnaking

to promote

can do it" was also felt to increase

Program

The respondents

staff write
what

of the program

100%

stated that goals were part of the ISP and that the SILS

for following
family

the plan.

members

and occasionally

were in agreement

the goals and objectives

The team, which

consists

advocates,

that the SILS

coordinator

but that the case manager

provides

of the client,

provide

input

or direct

on the

service

information

about

is to be expected.

Of the respondents54.5% (Table 2.2) felt that the direct service staff often follow
the ISP.

Thirty-six

percent

and 9. 1% felt that the direct

Table

stated that the direct
service

2.2 Do SILS

staff sometimes

Staff Follow

Frequency
Not

at all

service

staff always

follow

the Service
Percent

o

0%

Sometimes

l

9.1%

Often

6

54.5oA

Always

4

36.4oA

11

100%

the plan.

Plan

follow

the case plan
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The
responsible

SILS

providers

for following

are given
the goals

always

get read by the direct

or they

may be out of date.

have found

a better

way

that need to be done
with

the goals
High

from

The

and will

staff

However,

they

want

It was felt that

to change

to other

the ISP many

are not always

are not in the ISP.

use to

not

getting them

the ISP because they

there

Family

are many

members

intangibles

may not

agree

something.

having

clients

and are

one is available,

may not be following

in case managers

of services

plan.

because

the goal.

that

result

staff

SILS

for clients

case loads

the consistency

service

if

of the ISP,

in the service

of meeting

in the plan

a copy

to put out fires,

on the case load.

which

takes

Case managers

away
don't

have the iime to monitor casesto make sure the plan is being followed.
Some
because
in goal

of the respondents

this is a new
setting

concept.

would

were

more

However,

be beneficial

familiar

with

it was felt that

to the client

and that

outcome

goals

allowing
writing

more
outcome

than
client
goals

others
involvement
may lead to

changes.

Client

Strengths
Eighty-one

percent

documented

in the ISP.

documented

and 9.1%

Table

(Table

2.3)

of the respondents

Of the respondents
felt that

2.3 Are

they

Client

were

9.1%

Frequency

felt that

sometimes

Strengths

felt that
client

documented

Docutnented

Percent

Yes

9

81.8%

No

1

9.1%

Sometimes

1

9-1%

11

100o/o

client

strengths

strengths
are not

in the case plan.

in the ISP

were
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Some client

doctor
system,

needs are given

communication

gets along well with
make

and cooking,

shopping

support

good

that they were always

satisfied

and family.

and Education

Training

Of the case managers

were provided

as needed.

opportunities.

However,

relevant

Of the SILS
the educational
opportunities
enhanced

by their agency
was found

Management

It was sometimes

and supportive

to be willing

to be difficult

of training

and was not

meet their expectations

found

the

with

opportunities

and that educational

did not always

the training

to their work.

of the work

because

reported

100%

provided

opportunities

educational

always

Client

transportation;

keep home clean, and use public

appointments,
church

and pay bills,

money

good

included:

stable job,

skills,

vocational

to manage

ability

friendly;

co-workers,

Plan (IPP).

listed by the respondents

strengths

to express feelings;

ability

Program

in the

abilities.

than client

much more attention

were dociunented

it was felt that client

however,

at staffings,

were also discussed

strengths

skills,

as well as the Individual

Plan (ISP)

Service

Individual

strengths

felt that client

of the respondents

The majority

to get to training

load.
100o/o also reported

coordinators

provided

opportunities

their ability

quality

of the training

found

to be redundant.

to them by their agencies

as needed.

were provided
to work

with

clients

with

of the need to be working

with

also found

clients.

developmental

disabilities,

meet their expectations
it difficult

with

satisfied

and that the educational

They also felt that the education

sessions did not always
Providers

that they were always

they received
hov*rcver,

the

and was sometimes

to get to training

sessions because

Does Ongoing

Training

Increase

the Ability

to Promote

Client

Independence

Of the respondents 45.4% (Table 2.4) felt that the training they receive often
increases

their ability

Twenty-seven
increased
training

to work

percent

their ability
they receive

with

their clients

of the respondents
to promote
sometimes

No response

was received

expectations

of the respondents.

client

independence

9.1%.

self-sufficiency.

felt that the training

increased

from

and promote

their ability

The quality

they receive

always

and 18.2%

felt that the ongoing

to promote

client

of the training

self-sufficiency.

did not always

meet the

Table 2.4
Does Ongoing

Training

Increase

the Ability

to Promote

Frequency

Direct

Sometimes

2

18.2%

5

45.4%

Always

3

27.3%

No Response

I

9.1%

II

100%

Staff

Ninety

percent

ongoing

training.

ongoing

training.

Training
of the respondents

Nine percent

The requirements
in the rule.
working

persons

their own criteria
diploma."

with

for hiring

stated that the direct

stated that they didn't

to become

Some respondents

with

Independence

Percent

Often

Service

Client

a direct

service

know

SILS

staff.

disabilities
"Must

if direct

staff for clients

stated that a high school

developmental

service

diploma

was needed.

be over 18." "Must

staff received
SILS

with

staff receive

DD is not written

and some experience
Most

agencies

had

have a high school

Table

said training

and nine percent

know

said they didn't

percent

Twenty-seven

as needed.

training

staff received

service

stated that direct

63.6%

the respondents

Of

staff training.

service

of direct

of the provision

a breakdown

2.5 provides

was provided

every six months.

Table

Six Months

As Needed
Know

Don't

staff.

hours

clients

include;

requirements

27.3oA

11

100%

of minors,

SILS

in training

All of the

a care plan and goals.

All of the providers

by the community.

training

Some of the mandatory

staff as well as encouraged

of

number

of the total

adult rule, maltreatment

to write

to SILS

was provided

of time needed to be

to the amount

staff.

for SILS

sessions to their

differed

training

felt one or two percent

and safety and training

providers

however,

3

in the vulnerable

education

sessions provided

training,

63.6%

were required

training

provided

agencies
training

health

rights,

resident

7

others

and education,

spent with

9.1%

that there were no guidelines

Some believed

spent on training

1

stated that some type of ongoing

The respondents

Staff

Percent

Frequency
Every

Service

to Direct

is Provided

Training

Often

2.5 How

them to attend
the mandatory

offered

staff in areas that were not

mandatory.

Suggestions

The respondents
dfiect

service

staff.

types of clients,
were found
found

identified

Increased

behavior

to be important

to be needed

SILS

For

Training

for Additional

numerous

knowledge

modification
for working

Workers

areas of additional

on diverse

techniques
with

in the areas of medication

approaches

and aversive

difficult

clients.

administration

training

with

to working
deprivation
Technical

for

possibilities

different

procedures
training

as well as writing

was also
goals and
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teach

issues-

boundary

and

behaviors

the

understanding

include;

for training

and understandmg

program

of the SILS

philosophy

to model

how

of

the importance

understandu'ig

and finally,

abilities,
suggestions

Other

to clients.

skills

needed

on client

feedback

positive

providing

styles,

cornrnunication

disabilities,

developmental

to be

was also found

training

Personal

or challenger,

a care taker

- are you

traits

personality

about

attitude

on staff

Training

needed.

change.

and client

lead to outcomes

that

objectives

client/worker

relationship.

needed

and share

themselv@s
classes

adult

It was felt that

issues,

(Table

need,

of service

of service

need in their

while

clients.

and offer

collaborate

some

provide

agencies
educational

of the training

opportunities.

the county

provide

are

that

classes

some

Some

found

inservices,

the

such

be beneficial.

would

Oj the respondents
termination

having

of Service

or Termination

of Decrease

Frequen(y

other community

as utilize

to be expensive.

as vulnerable

of the SILS

Many

the cost.

as well

occasionally

the providers

that

It was found

2.6)
9.1%

9.1%

felt that they

felt that they

The majority

Need
never

always

see a decrease

see a decrease

of the respondents,

or

or termination

54.5o/o stated

that

they

often see
sometimesseea decreaseor termination of serviceneedand 18.2o/ofelt that they
of service need in their clients.

a decreas@ of termination

Table

2.6

Rate

of Decrease

or Termination

of Service

Percent
Always

9.1%

Often

18.2%

Sometimes

54.5%

Not
Don't

9. 1 %

at an

9.1%

know

11

100%

Need
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client

When

change providers.

Aging

to the nursing

When the client

functioning.

who is higher
client

and moving

home.

the case manager

When

to be closer to

out of the county
the client

When

a partner

marries

When the

starts to take on more responsibility.

team agrees that the goals have been met and the client
services.

When there were cut

encourages

the client

When the

living.

their goals that relate to independent

accomplishing

is consistently

the client moves

to terminate services or

the services.

was not happy with

When

funding.

backs in government
their family.

the client

when the

to occur

to most likely

and if they vvere given a choice

own guardian

was his/her

to Occur

Likely

Most

Need

was found

of services

or termination

A decrease

of Senrice

or Termination

is a Decrease

When

or terminate

is ready to decrease

to meet program

and provider

goals.

It was found

a willingness

and

in a client

wanting

when a client

"If

Independently
is ready to live

to the goals but may be a frame

the client

was also suggested

is doing

of mind.

Having

Experiencing

to be a sign that the client

was found

staff to back off.

their wings"

own and trying

may be ready for a

more expeenting

on their

to be a sign that they are ready to become

independent.
Other

through

responses

included,

goals,

exhibiting

on their

in daily living
good

that indicate

related

to Live

Ready

Individual

to want to make a change and taking initiative.

uncooperativeness
change

that the outcomes

may not be directly

independently

more

Disabled

is a Developmentally

When

decisions

skills,

ability

clients

showing

capabilities

to provide

to access community

for what they want

the motivation

resources

to succeed,

for their own safety,
and "when

and need for their own lives."

following
independent

they are rnaking
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Which

Factors

specific

skill of the SILS

First,

need, these include:

of service

SILS

areas of need and consistent
and increased

independent

and fourth,

the client;

back wilIl not jeopardize

respondent

stated that there was rarely

seemed to be a new goal to work
respondents

in SILS

a decrease

funding.

services

because

with

there always

Other

on, after each goal was accomplished.

felt that all of their clients

at their highest

DD were currently

One

long term.

degrees

to varying

will need assistance

It was felt that most clients

when the team feels that a cut

of goverent

decrease

in the#

to become

motivation

client

third,

training;

skill level through

to train the client

worker

second,

staff;

or termination

lead to a decrease

which

were listed by the respondents

Four factors

Need

of Service

or Termination

to a Decrease

Contribute

level of

functioning.

Recommended

Changes

to Improve

Changes

Table 2.7 Recommended

Allow

Client

Increase
Increased
Program

The respondents
quality

of the SILS

and to experience
rights

Program

the SILS

to Improve

Program

Choice

Educational

Opportunities

Niunber

of Case Managers

Flexibility/Decrease

for Dfiect

some changes

Staff

these include:

Allowing

the natural

consequences

of their actions

It was felt that the clients
of their own choices.

and decisions

quality

the

that may improve

to learn through

clients

program,

to make more

Service

in Paperwork

of this study recommended

are not being violated.

they were allowed

the SILS

their failures

as long as their

of life would

increase

It was also felt that clients

if

should
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more input

be anowed
family

members

input,

his/her

was also suggested

training

Outcome

goal could

another

allow

All of the possible

and seven SILS

social workers

county

about;

information

respondents

which

factors

their feelings

independence,
program

goals.

working

with

Additional
individuals

coordinators.

about

provided

information

termination

of service

need, when a decrease

likely

to occur

and how to know

when

in regard

disabilities

the factors

respondents

a client

factors

and weaknesses

was collected

developmental

less

require

study,

The respondents

self-sufficiency,

lead to client

about the strengths

with

in the research

participated

information

would

status.

on their current

such as a s

paperwork,

which

be

goals could

level of functioning,

be implemented

plan could

and a maintenance

eliminated

their highest

has reached

that when the client

so

team more power

the interdisciplinary

was to allow

The final recommendation

on the ISP and to

keep current

clients,

to ensure that client needs are being met.

program

of the SILS

monitomg

to

and case aids was also recommended

of case managers

time to be spent with

for more quality

provide

for the client

so that if one goal was not working

be implemented.
the number

Inpreasing

themselves.

because they feel they can do it better

themselves

to do things

clients

allow

don't

It was also stated that they sometimes

dependency.

create client

sometimes

It was felt that staff

staff skills.

direct

to increase

opportunities

educational

additional

of

was the provision

change in the SILS program

recommended

Another

goals may increase.

for meeting

motivation

more

were allowed

If the client

have more say in the plan than the client.

and

provider

The case manager,

the case plan or ISP.

when writing

or termination

which

of the SILS

lead to client

they face

members.

lead to a decrease

and

program

to the difficulties

of service

four

provided

and their family

which

this included

The

or

need was most

is ready to live independently.

Suggestions
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were

made

respondents

for possible
also provided

additional

training

recommendations

opportunities

for direct

for improvements

service

of the SILS

staff.

The

program.
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Five

Chapter
Discussion

Overview

(2) the discussion,

Using

improved.

It also provides

self-sufficiency.

client

in-depth

a more

as well as provided

about how the program

infomiation

can be

of the study

the reliability

increased

program.

about the SILS

knowledge

with

are able to

these services

whether

methods

and qualitative

quantitative

to clients

provided

about the services

and helps to determine

disabilities

of the Study

and Limitations

information

This study provides

promote

of the study,

and (3) the siunrnary.

Strengths

developmental

and limitations

(1) the strengths

three sections,

five contains

Chapter

Limitations

findings

of the research
sample
social

size.
service

Social

which

agencies.

representative

The agency

but was not possible

clients

the program
receiving

could

is located

area.

due to time constraints.
sample

(Rubin

& Babbie,

have been provided

the service.

and modest

may not be representative
in a rural

A larger
External
1993).

by the direct

area which

sample would

validity
More

service

therefore

it

have been

is lessened

in-depth

of all

may not be

was studied,

Only one program

of other types of programs.

the use of a nonprobability
about

agency

the generalizabihty

sampling

due to the non-probability

studied

in the metro

of agencies

may not be representative
better,

is limited

in one government

workers

include

design and methodology

of the research

The limitations

due to

information

staff as well as the
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Discussion
This research

Family

Services

ability

of clients

on the ability

with

developmental

to individuals

offered

program

study focused

money

shopping,

grocery

All of the respondents
disabilities

developmental

skills,

be obtained

these skills in order

living
deficit.

by the SILS

However,

program.

and

in the provision

in the need for services

through

community

disabilities

Purchasing

firozen foods,

in their own homes.
therefore,

how the systems

enable them to do so.

Lozano

lack basic cooking

laundry

found

The question

were

It was
services

did not need to master

that many individuals

and cleaning

not a necessary

and other

not be whether

created

(1993)

living.

management

and the client

with

self-sufficiency

for independent

and money

resources

is obviously

to individuals

provided

are needed for client

care, house cleaning

care facilities

should,

program

laundry

in community

disabilities

that the services

to live independently.

developmental

comfortably

rather,

agreed

were found

differences

felt that cooking

without

and

socialization,

by the SILS
differed

the services

cooking,

that homemaking,

of these services.

implementation

that could

the

may affect

by the

are offered

care, transportation,

to clients

provided

and the staff providing

the case managers

However,

laundry

management,

were all services

case management

It was found

skills program?"

living

semi-independent

services

was, "What

question

The first research

areas which

independence

and maintain

to obtain

County

by Kandiyohi

disabilities

It also explored

self-sufficiency.

to promote

skills

living

of semi-independent

skills,

but congregate

consequence

of their skill

ensures that they can live

services

for individuals

with

developmental

they have the skills to live on their own,

to serve them can provide

the necessary

supports

to

but
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(l)motivationofthe

contributetoself-sufficiencywilldependuponthefonowingfactors:
client;

the case manager

study found

Tis

of the SILS

as a weakness

py

found

that to build

something

their expe)rtise in the service

Skill of the SILS
and weakness

our services
behaviors
capabilities.
profound

(Seagle,

Levine

Feedback
impact

social workers

on a recipient's

(Cousins,

review
must use

knowledge

1989).

found

(1984)

to influence

will

and

to be a

staff are said to be the backbone

service

assistance,

motivation

upon the

in their areas of need was also found

& Fleming

has been found

talents,

on client resources,

Direct

of those who are providing

depended

clients,

with

significance

staff to train clients

1995).

were also identified

The literature

resourres

of the progratn.

of direct

in the life of the client.

of capitalizing

as well as environmental

motivation,

strength

of lasting

of the client;

to be a strength as wen

was found

of the case management

the quality

of the case manager

skill and involvement

of training

as strengths

Case management

program.

because

(6) quality

sta'f;

were identified

that areas which

as weaknesses

for the benefit

members.

family

from

and (7) support

staf;

service

of SILS

and low turnover

consistency

(5) skill,

together

team to work

of the interdisciplinary

(4) the at)ility

money

shopping,

to ensure that goals are being met;

services

and monitor

to coordinate

grocery

(3) level of involvement of

and socialization;

transportation

use of public

management,

areas of need, tis

specific

care, food preparation,

laundry

cooking,

homemaking,

includes;

in their

to train the client

worker

(2) skill of the SILS

will

program

the SILS

to which

The extent

program.

of the SILS

and weaknesses

the strengths

with

correlated

disabilities

developmental

with

need for individuals

service

of

or termination

to lead to a decrease

were found

which

The factors

self-sufficiency?"

to

contribute

these services

was, "Do

question

The second research

the expectation

to succeed

and

that the actions

send messages

(Waldie

of

to clients

about

their

for success and has a
& Mosley,

1996).
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the client

extent

to what

with

service

on the role of the direct

obtain

will

disability

a developmental

staff in the

the staff holds will

view

upon which

Depending

and transportation.

areas of socialization
determine

views

differing

This study identified

independence

support

life.

individuals

both

with

and often the bridge
with

because public

for clients

transportation

fostered

transportation

affect

motivation

of the client

believe

their ability
to become

they can do it themselves.

behaviors
about their
themselves,
& Fleming

Whenever

we communicate
1984).

of the welfare

and family
possible.

The literature

service

and are not easily dissuaded

from

(1993)

systems,

with

clients

lack of
support

who don't

the

members

It is felt that family

DD

they are unable
found

and

that the actions
sends messages

for clients

to clients

that they could

to do it themselves

that if individuals

they may view

this identity.

members

found

review

we do something

that we believe

with

for so long that they no longer

the needs of clients

& Saleebey

Holmes

and social

independent

These include;

independence.

in the life an individual

of those involved
capabilities.

to promote

level of functioning

have been meeting

and programs

them to use public

they face when working

difficulties

listed two p

the highest

goal of reaching

Other

dependency

The respondents
DD which

they work.

staff to provide

and not teaching

to activities

to community

whom

was too expensive.

transportation

clients

felt that transporting

respondents

for the SILS

felt that it was important

Jacob &

disabilities.

developmental

and without

It is not the goal of staff to have deep intense relationships
Some respondents

with

with

staff are the facilitators

state that direct

(1995)

and

members

such as family

relationships,

for clients with developmental disabilities to build natural

It is important

relationsips

felt that this type of

other respondents

However,

more natural

come from

should

churches.

Decker

to their clients.

support

emotional

and

socialization

felt that it was part of their job to provide

Some respondents

themselves

do
(Levine

have been clients
as deficient

and needy
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with

achieve

a greater

measure

& Rounds

(1995)

emphasize

own behalfto
Fursetnberg

whether

influence

who have family

Clients

they achieve

than those who

more independent
may not always

for the client

to the client

encouragement
goals.

However,

if family

includes

team, which

that if family

them to grow."

support

SILS provider,
will

do not have the same agenda then triangulation
impossible

for the client

service

network

among

service

of triangulation

to meet their goals.
by overt,

is characterized
agencies

in relation

by the parties

to try new things

as well as other members

the case manager,

client,

occur

The literature

offen rigid,

to the client.

who direct

may do

and sometimes

review

ideological

the client

and meet their

of the interdisciplinary

and it will

The client will

or support

and provide

the program

their ability

increase

members,

"They

upon others."

members

it will

try to protect

This makes the client feel that their

that they can do for themselves.

only chance of success is to be dependent
It was found

to be any

It was felt that families
members

"Family

abilities.

them or push their own agenda on them and not allow
things

goals.

their

toward

contact.

did not have family

about the clients

be realistic

their beliefs

in their care were not foiu'id

involved

members

to carry out

goals because

their

directed

in actions

and persist

they initiate

1990)

in their ability

belief

that people's

play a large role in whether

actions

specific

to act on their

over their lives (Staples,

of control

to

of self is essential

of individuals

capacity

refers to the ongoing

This concept

empowerment.

in a client

staff to back off."

on behalf

action

that effective

found

review

The literature

may be ready to

uncooperativeness

"Experiencing

is ready for a change arid wanting

may be a sign that the client

the staff.

challenge

often

because they would

for their own life.

more responsibility

to work

to be more difficult

that this was one of the signs that a client

the study also found

However,

DD were found

with

retarded

mentally

than the severely

accept

clients

functioning

The higher

advocates,
if not

be difficult,

reveled

that a conflicted

battles

and battles

experience

varying

toward

divergent

degrees

goals.
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abilities

credits

is reached.

self-sufficiency

for direct

expectations

first aid, CPR,

The third

The majority

training

needed to work

with

service

of direct

developmental

with

individuals

as possible.

independently

differed

The SILS

utilizing

trained

with

with

necessary

developmentally

that may
clients.

disabled

what ways do these services

is a training

program

maintenance

provides

which

to live their lives as
services

to assist clients
the

However,

to live independently.

to self-sufficiency

contributes

staff, which

such as

on how to go about this process.

in their views

program

developmental

with

requirements,

the skills necessary

ongoing

of the agencies

areas of training

asked was, "In

disabilities

It also provides

need, being able to determine
the person

staff to work

program

goals in the service

and following

additional

The SILS

who may not possess the abilities
respondents

suggested

question

and final research

to self-sufficiency's"

contribute

persons

was in the area of the mandatory

The respondents

etc.

the ability

enhance

to being hired.

of the training

Most

disabilities.

with

there are no educational

staff prior

and ongoing

the initial

provided

service

and SILS

working

and experience

However,

disabilities.

developmental

with

the level to which

affect

that both case managers

of education

amount

have a significant

coordinators
individuals

This study revealed

will

staff

and SILS

of case managers

and training

Skill

mastery.

accelerates

and effort

ability

underlymg

that

feedback

a task, whereas

to master

efforts

one's

down

slows

lesser ability

implying

that feedback

found

review

The literature

to succeed.

they will be more likely

on their

to clients

encouragement

team provide

of the interdisciplinary

If members

1987).

the status quo (Compher,

of change and maintains

the achievement

eliminates

effectively

or by the client

themselves

among

participants

of service

The splitting

plan; documenting

includes,

knowing

when

a decrease

is ready to live independently

what

in the following

and focusing
contributes

of services

on client

strengths;

to a decrease

is most likely

Setting

ways:

of service

to occur

and when
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This study identified

when a client

to deterrnme

an individual

When

related

not be directly

to want to make a change
client

suggested

SILS

and taking

were found

quality

Others,

of life.

were allowed

however,

developmental

the case manager
whether

the SILS

This study suggests
This is due to the diverse
wich

includes

disabilities

time a client

educational

and professional

of opinion

increase

their
if they

as possible.

as independent

to

are being provided

The skill of

determinants

to be the p

ting

goals.

increased

received

but how they are being provided.

independence

clients.

and increased

of life would

and become

some lack of consistent

the differences

quality

staff were found

will promote

on SILS

affect

to use for socialization

hours

that it is not what services

as well as the SILS
program

own choices

of life.

of the staff to meet client

felt that the clients

to make more of their

with

service

"If

was also

and quality

flexibility

loss of flexibility

in more accountability

felt that the more

in a

staff to back off.

their wings"

and negative

of banking

However,

a willingness

more independent.

in the research,

the luxury

afforded

Having

wanting

on their own and trying

to have both positive

This study has revealed
individuals

to occur and how

uncooperativeness

and

is ready for a change

were found

to result

Some respondents

of mind.

"Experiencing

initiative.

or in case of an emergency.

monitomg

The respondents also

is ready to live independently

disability

to the goals but may be a frame

was found

staff were no longer

plan,

in the service

is most likely

of services

a developmental

with

themes

emerging

flexibility

activities

on the most.

to be a sign that they are ready to become

Two
Program

were focused

expeentmg

more

is doing

to whether the

is ready to live independently

may be a sign that the client

the client

were dociu'nented

on, when a decrease

in their opinions

differed

may

deficits

it was felt that client

however,

strengths

Client

goals were or were not followed.

It was

services.

determinants

there were numerous

agreed that goals were set, however,

of

in the provision

of opinion

a difference

or create dependency
between
backgrounds

of the case managers

the respondents.
of the respondents

and SILS

staff.

When

to
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for improving

suggestions

providing

their

(1972)

helpful

and developmental;

but if acted

disabilities

overprotected

and emotionally

dignity

of the person

normal

taking

in life which

of risks

too intensely

without

anowing persons

for normal

is necessary

endangers

such overprotection

experiencing

from

him/her

the
the

and

growth

human

with

becomes

he/she

potential,

to keep

and tends

is disabled

who

can be benevolent,

In fact,

smothered.

Robert

needed

and growth

individuality

developmental

upon

allow

are able to

who

when

assistance

providing

when

that

states

Perske

should

cause harm.

it will

or when

to the next

staff
staff

trained

require

will

This

with

persons

when

may be times

there

of their

consequences

one situation

from

generalizing

time

the respondents

here because

caution

for the client

this is appropriate

when

determine

natural

mistakes.

their

through

to learn

clients

to experience

However,

of staff.

and do need the direction

clients

a difficult

have

disabilities

developmental

program

to be some

needs

There

and actions.

decisions

of the SILS

allow

should

that professionals

believed

the quality

development.
This

lack

The majority

of training.

the direct
and that

of djrect

staff

with

developmental

disabilities.

everything

they

can to provide

the assistance

the success
currently
this time.
responsible
ongoing
individuals

of the SILS

being

provided

Because

monitomg

that

However,

client

of services
developmental

of skill
needs

and will

due to the limited

staff

training

that

quality,

skilled

SILS

clients

consistent,
care staff,

met.

agencies

program

Case managers
which

provide

coordinators
must

quality

do

is the key to

training

are being

disabilities.

with

Staff

of the direct

and utilize

clients

due to the

need.

their

to ensure

it is impossible

of the lack

to ensure

with

program.

their

also care about

staff

to work

and want

like their jobs
They

individuals

service

direct

in

be good

would

the concept

even though

and training

the skill

lack

staff

service

by the current

not be attempted

should

situations,

that

this safely

to implement

necessary
certain

suggests

research

is
staff
are

provide
services

to

at
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Summarv
There
support

is increased

self-determination

Retardation,

1993).

agent in one's
from

attention

undue

for people

life and making

external

influence

or interference

Current

that individuals

of self-determination.

capable

to assist with

staff, fatnily

decisions

members

which,

from

direct

come py
Individuals

with

feel good about
also found

Focusing

impact

making

developmentally

Attitude

strengths

to exercise

workers,
with

do have

they are
direct

mental

service

retardation

ongoing
need

positive

was found

contact

with

positive

to

to

the client.

feedback

to

and skill of the social worker

disabled

and abilities,

disabled

clients

to take an active

encouraging

staff, were all found
their right

participation

to affect

role

in

the ability

of self-determination

was

of the

and to

as possible.
level, people

there is an increased

who become

sense of personal

A new confidence

and sense of self-efficacy

as a more

and worthy

capable

and assume

disabilities

This feedback

to especially

developmentally

individual

because

This can be done by providing

staff who have regular,
were found

of

Social

raise self-esteem.

support

At the psychological
themselves;

will

can.

and using qualified

as independent

developmental

need to enable individuals

and their abilities.

on client

with

their lives.

retardation

the ability

and decisions

which

service

themselves

to impact

in their lives.
decision

mental

retardation

they do have some limitations,

in turn,

of life free

The need to focus

Even though

and advocates

on abilities

mental

causal

1995).

as much of their lives as they possibly

feedback

quality

et al., 1996).
with

on Mental

as the pag

one's

to make choices

& Metzler,

reveals

regarding

about the need to

Association

as acting

acute for people

few opportunities

services

(American

(Wehmeyer

in their lives (Wehrneyer

the right

become

disabilities

and decisions

seems particularly

literature

and disabUity

has been defined

choices

they appear to have relatively

control

with

Self-determination

on self-determination

control

in education

individual.

dignity,

emerges
Closely

more

empowered,

self-respect,

as the person

connected

feel better

about

and self-esteem.

redefines

him or herself

to the psychological
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resources,

and opporhinities

relations.

There

training

who would

in the community

to remain

through

family

disabilities,
interest

members

of those with
this goal.

creating

dependency.

an institution

with

invisible

power

regardless

and better.

was in the best

our visions

and goals.

Realistic

And hope is a necessary

of race or class, should

how

we are creating

our lives could

that we have the

expectations
precursor

for change
to action.

be given the opportunity

are

we are

independence

into the community

We need to believe

responsiblecitizensandvaluedmembersinthecornrnunity"
p. 31).

developmental

to ensure that our programs

must be able to dream and imagine

and success lead to hope.
clients,

clients

came

lifestyle

walls.

be different

to achieve

and want

that if we are not promoting

If we are not integrating

"F,veryone
and should

disabilities

developmental

with

We all agree that this effort

and advocates.

We must remember

meeting

and a more normalized

on the part of many individuals

of effort

a great amount

integration

community

Deinstitutionahzation,

in the community.

or remain

possible

level of functioning

their highest

to obtain

needed

services

or maintenance

the training

with

persons

program

tis

Without

not receive

would

disabilities

developmental

the

not be able to do so without

otherwise

provides.

this program

services

supportive

as independent

needed by some clients

services

the maintenance

also provides

This program

as possible.

to become

disabilities

developmental

with

for individuals

necessary

the skills and

provides

program

(SILS)

Skills

Living

The Semi-Independent

1990).

(Staples,

ability

of personal

and the strengthening

of self-confidence

the development

effect between

interactive

is a positive

and interpersonal

action

enable more effective

which

skill,

competencies,

knowledge,

of individual

increase

of self is the actual

redefinition

All

to be

(Staples,1990,
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Chapter

Six

Implications
Overaview
Chapter
Implications

six contains

four

sections,

(3) Implications

for Policy,

the (l)

for Research, and (4) Role of Social Workers.

Implications
This study gives case managers
quality

of the SILS

program.

There have been several
People

with

decisions

developmental

for their lives.

experience

the natural

and increasing
quality

Current
Programs

program

provider

areas

of strength.

meet

specific

improvements

the

have been cited.
of the program.

to make more of their own

to learn through
and decisions

training

to enhance

to increase

involvement

on individual

Implications

for Policy

their failures

and to

as long as their rights

direct

service

staff skills

cases was felt to improve

the

progratn.

provide

maintenance.

time,

also be allowed

policy

and programs

incentives

for individuals

In many areas the federal

this study points

through

Additional

for possible

of their actions

the tools

of the program

need to be allowed

consequences

government

which

are needed.

disabilities

case management

of the SILS

and weakness

noted

They should

are not being violated.

for Practice

and SILS providers

Strengths

suggestions

for Practice, (2)

Implications

This may allow

out clients

with

Case managers

client
training

needs.

If

dependency

to become

as independent

is allowing

the states to take control

more flexibility

developmental

in program

disabilities

need to be anowed

programs

and maturity

governrnent

are felt to lead to client

implementation.

have diverse

the flexibility

as possible

programs

are based on needs, needs that often

and tailor

programs

As

needs as well

to tailor

of

as
to

change

to meet these constantly

evolving
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needs, then it becomes
towards

acceptable

that programs

have limits

and will

work

that end.

Implications
Because
programs,

research

is needed that would

clients

provide

projects

of this study could

supportive

not survey

services

or direct

to persons

service

a more in-depth

would

provide

deinstitutionalization,
were designed

not be generalized

with

staff,

future

knowledge

life style, as well as, to provide

with

developmental
research

number

developmental

Future

scientific

which

other

programs

which

includes

program.

necessary

provide

This study did
these individuals

program.

With

based programs
with

which

a more normalized

to become

would

SILS

The above research

disabilities

research

to include

disabilities.

of community

the skills and training

as possible.

additional

study of the SILS

has come an increased
persons

include

of the SILS

a more comprehensive

to provide

and self-sufficient

for Research

the results

future

community

would

and services

as independent

help to determine

if this

goal is being met.

Rome of Social
Social

workers

developmental
allow

clients

need to integrate

disabilities:
increased

input

are being met, (4) utilize
(5) anow clients

(l)

Increase

learn from

their mistakes,

disabilities

to reach their highest

SILS

program.

self-determination.

service

to make decisions

This study will

the amount

with

The challenge

into their practice

which

affect

(3)

monitor

for the right

the changes

developmental

clients

with

services

(2)

to ensure that goals

in the strengths

perspective,

their own lives and when appropriate

level of functioning
provide

with

of time spent on case management,

staff who are trained

and (6) advocate

hopefully

Individuals

six elements

on plans and goals,

direct

Workers

of persons

with

developmental

possible.
needed

disabilities

to improve

the quality

do have the right

then is to help case managers,

providers,

of
family

of the
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and client's

advocates

members,

service

and direct

workers

direct

support

service

systems,

staff who focus

to make appropriate
as well as provide
on strengths

that this is their right.

understand

staff must help their clients

help them trust in their ability
community

themselves

get past feelings

and encourage

of inadequacy

social workers

with

quality

client

self-determination

self-sufficiency.

" The real choice
be passive
withhold
strength
in making
including

before

Shall we be content

or active.........
with

the other,

of a person's
a profession
the right

us as social workers

to build

life?
which

Or shall we become
will

to be an active

we are to

is whether

to give with

one hand and

at the same time the

up or tear down

conscious

stand forthrightly

of our own part

for human

well-being

citizen?"
Bertha

and

We must tap into family

decisions.

our clients

Social

Capen Reynolds

and

and
and
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Tamraa

Services

Supervisor

assistance

would
(SILS)
Your
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Program.
research

A review
project

you may need.
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in supporting
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and assisting
Program

be an enhancement

you in the study

was identified

as one

to that process.
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INTERVIEW
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disabilities.

developmental
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with
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people

has been approved

by the Institutional
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Review

of this study is to explore

The purpose
provider
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promote

client

knowledge.
Conege

Conege

(# 96-26-2).

of the SILS

the effectiveness

from

progratn

a
to

may be *proved

the program

and

at Augsburg

of Augsburg

Board

ways in which
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shident

graduate

by Barb Zaeska,

This study is being conducted

as well as the
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services.

SILS

to provide

County

with

they have

in this study were chosen because
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and

the purpose

for individuals

program
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effectiveness
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is designed

study which
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Developmental
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Living
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Although
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a research
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County

disabled.
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Services
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and work
utilize

and no identifying

The information

from

with

the SILS

clients
program.

information

who are
Please
will be

this study is confidential.
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however,

results,

and thesis advisor

Barb Zaeska
materials

will

not affect

affecting

The researcher
College

of the research

to

an

your

with

to participate,

voluntary.
employer,

Your

decision

Kandiyohi

to participate

County

Social

at anytime

you are firee to withdraw

or not,

Services

or

without

oUESTIONS:

AND

conducting

Dr. Glenda

Roony,

will be given

ST ATEMENT

this study is Barb Zaeska,

student

at Augsburg

Department.

thesis advisor,

at 612-330-1338.

a copy of this form

to keep for your records.

OF CONSENT:

I have read the above information.
that my participation

is voluntary.

I have asked and have received
I consent

to participate

answers.

in this study.

DATE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

a graduate

Please feel free to ask any questions you have
If you have any questions later you can contact Barb at 231-7835

Work

in the Social

about the study now.

You

project,

those relationships.
ACTS

CONT

your relationship
If you decide

the research.

is limited

STUDY:

OF THE

in this study is entirely

participation

to these materials

At the completion

Dr. Rooney.

the

may be used in the research

this study win be destroyed.

NATURE

ARY

VOLUNT
Your

with

associated

Access

during

The notes taken

individuals.

in

and will be presented

and illustrations

not be identified.

will

individuals

Quotes

file.

be kept in a locked

will

to identify

make it impossible

such a way that will
interview

college,

be used for a thesis at Augsburg

will

The information

OF RESEARCHER

DATE

I understand

or
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96-26-2

lRB#

For

This

This

questions.

take

staff

who

work

read each question

You

approxitnately

may also choose
one hour

with

developmentally

to you.

Please

to not answer

to complete.

answer

each

some

Thank

you

for

participation.

your

to read you

I am going
Please

I.

knowledge.
will

interview

I will

county.

in Kandiyohi

to the best of your

question

with

Program

SILS

Disabilities

Developmental

with

conducted

is being

interview

clients

disabled

Persons

of the

Effectiveness

and

Purpose

the

Exp}oring

services

of the following

tell me which

provided
contribute

agency

by your

for DD

to self sufficiency.

Services:

Program

services

l) What

a list of services

contribute

to self-sufficiency?

(Check

all that

apply)

Case management
management

Money

Housekeeping
Food

preparation

Laundry

care

Grocery

shopping

Socialization
Please

Other

2) Of the program

activities

independently?

specify

provided

(Check

all that

to clients
apply)

[2 Case management
[2 Money management
CI Housekeeping
[2 Food preparation
[2
Q
Q

Laundry

care

Grocery

shopping

[3

0ther

Socialization

Please specify

which

ones enable

clients

to live

clients.

3) What

do you

consider

are the strengths

(Check all that apply)

of the program?

Case management
Money

management

Housekeeping
Food

preparation

Laundry

care

Orocery

shopping

Socialization
Skill

of SILS

Availability

staff
of choice

of SILS

provider

Case plan
Other

Please

3a) Why

do you feel these

4) What

do you

consider

specify

are progratn

strengths?

are the weaknesses

of the program?

(Check

all that

Case management
Money

management

Housekeeping
Food

preparation

Laundry

care

Grocery

shopping

Socialization
Skill

of SILS

Availability

staff
of choice

of SILS

provider

Case plan
Other

4a) Why

5) What

Please

do you feel these

changes

would

specify

are program

you recommend

weaknesses?

to improve

the program

goals

for

self-sufficiency"

6) What

are the difficulties
disabilities?

you face working

with

clients

with

developmental

apply)

7) Are clients

who have family

those who don't?

7a) What

II.

type of involvement

Outcome

Goals/Service

8) Are outcome
(If no,

to question

strengths

9a) Describe

client

11) Are the SILS

1 la) Are the SILS

opinion

Not

Sometimes
0ften

0

Always

[2

Don't

members

is useful

to client

independence?

Yes

No

#9)
of an outcome

goal for a client?

in the case plan?

providers

providers

that indicate

when a client

given a copy of the service

responsible

No

Yes

for fonowing

is ready to live independently'7

plan?

Yes

the service

No

plan? Yes

#13)

does the SILS

provider

know

12a) Please explain

than

Plan:

at all

0

independent

strengths?

(If no, go to question

[]

by family

documented

are the outcomes

[2

in their care more

No

or three examples

9) Are client

12) In your

Yes

involved

goals part of the case plan for each client?
go

8a) Give me two

10) What

members

why or why not?

follow

the goals in the service

plan?

No

III.

Training

13) Are

& Education:

you

satisfied

with

the educational

opportunities

provided

to you byyour

agency?

Q

Not

Q

Somewhat

at all

[2

0ften

[2

Always

0

Don't

13a)

know/No

Does

the agency

DD

13b)

clients?

How

often

[]

Once

Q

Every

[2

As needed

CI

Other

13c)

response

provide
Yes

ongoing

training

is training

opportunities

(If no, go to question

No

related to your work with
#14)

provided?

per year
six months

Do you

feel the ongoing

training

you receive

increases

your

ability to promote client

independence?

Q

Not

at all

CI

Sometimes

(J

Often

Q

Always

[]

Don't

13d)

know/No

Please

14) What

14a)

explain

training

Does
their

response

why

is required

the agency
work

or why

with

not.

to be a SILS

worker'?

provide ongoing training opportunities to SILS workers, related to
DD clients? Yes
No
(If no, go to question #15)

14b) How

often

is training

[2

0nce

Q

E,very six months

Q

As needed

[2

0ther

per year

14c) What

15)

provided?

types of training

Dumg

the time in which

decrease
CI Not

would

you suggest

you have

or temiination

for

SILS workers?

worked with DD clients have you seen a

of service

need?

at all

0

Sometimes

0

0ften

[2

Always

Q

Don't

know/No

15a) When

15b)What

response

is a decrease

factors

or termination

in your opinion

of services

contribute

most likely

to a decrease

to occur?

or termination

of services for

DD clients?

IV.

Demographic

16) How

Information:

long have you worked
(Check

one)

Q

Less than one year.

(J

One to five years.

[]

Five to ten years.

0

0ver

ten years.

in social

services

or as a SILS

program

coordinator?

17) What

[2

No

Q

High

degree you have? (Check all that apply)

is the highest

Degree
School

[]AA
€

BS/BA

€

BSW

u

MSW

Cl

(Please

Other

18) Are

you

licensed

by the

(If no, go to question

18a)

list)

If yes, how

long

long

19)

How

[]

Less than

[2

0ne

to five

Q

Five

to ten years.

Q

Over

20) What

[2

Social

CI

SILS

[:l

Other

Minnesota Board of Social Work? Yes

have you been licensed?

have you worked

one year.
years.

ten years.

is your

job

worker
coordinator

No

#19)

title?

with clients with developmental disabilities? (Check one)
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DD

You

are invited

living

were

You

that

you

Your

participation

affect

your

study

contains

at Kandiyohi
or are

disabilities

leaming

the SILS

and will

appreciated

program.
will

information

and no identifying

with

relationship

risks.

minimal

the researcher

will

and your

voluntary
your
No

be kept

and the thesis

It is my hope

that

providers

concerns

please

612-330-

1338.

Sincerely,

Zaeska
Student

information

or Kandiyohi

identifying

infom'iation
Research

private.

gathered

me at (320)

have

will

advisor

results,

from

of the use and effectiveness
contact

decision

employer

may be used in the research

illustrations

will

interview

231-7835

I will

lend

will

records

will

of this program.
or my thesis

This
The

be used in the report.
will

inform

Quotes
will

and

not be identified.

case managers

If you have
advisor,

Dr.

file.

in a locked

be kept

individuals

however,

not

will

Services.

Social

to the data.

we

be interviewing

or not,

to participate
County

of this study

one hour.

approximately

take

access

this study

to be a part

for you.

is convenient

which
The

program.

is totally

of this study

records

MSW

study

by the

utilizing

If you agree

days.

in a few

at a location

to meet

to the SILS

in regard

Barb

agreemg

This

Department.

have

be greatly

would

participation

you by phone

set up a time

SILS

before

to the study.

be contacting

Only

tbis letter

I also work

clients

be maintained

will

confidentiality
Your

who

and do have some

disabled

developmentally

be assured

credibility

will

for an agency

Work

(# 96-26-2).

for clients

as a case manager

Services

Social

be used in the report.

I will

developmental
you work

and has been approved

studies
College

of Augsburg

Board

Review

Institutional

Please

read

in the Social

College

of my graduate

as part

conducted

borderline

Please

County.

in Kandiyohi

at Augsburg

student

I am a graduate

County

because

participant

as a possible

in an interview.

to participate

is being

services

these

wJnich provides

selected

with

for individuals

program

skills

and effectiveness

the purpose

concerning

study

in a research

to participate

of the semi-independent
disabilities.

Provider:

Worker/SILS

Social

Dear

and

any questions
Glenda

Rooney

or
at
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January

7, 1997

Tamraa

Goldenstein
County

Kandiyohi

Supervisor

Services

Social

Dear Ms Goldenstein:
like to request

I would

of this study is to explore

The purpose

skills (SILS)

program

for individuals

are: (1) What

services

are offered

living

semi-independent

of the

and effectiveness

the purpose

County.

in Kandiyohi

to study the SILS program

support

your

with

developmental

disabilities.
questions

The research

to self-sufficiency"7

contribute

these services

from

with

disabilities.

guide

The interview

training

goals,

Participation

explaining

researcher.
the individual

affect
Thank

about progratn

psychological

the study will

A follow-up
chooses

phone

be mailed
contact

will

This is strictly

service

ended
plan and

also be collected.
participants

are

project

and no

a research

to participate
prior

All participants

in the study.

to the interview.
will

participant

to each prospective

will be made to schedule

be informed

you for your time and consideration

Barb Zaeska

using an interview

Although

risks.

or physical

be kept confidential.

services,

information

A consent
There

form

that participation

in this matter.

by the

a time for the interview
will

is no identifying

their job status.

Sincerely,

interviews

are involved.

signed by the participant
questionnaire.

developmental

both open and closed

and includes

Demographic

and education.

they will

sales or solicitations
A letter

face-to-face

information

request

does not involve

knowledge,

public

20 questions

contains

The questions

questions.

to individuals

services
through

with

by the researcher.

designed

outcome

provides

which

The data will be collected

who work

coordinators

and seven program

case managers

county

program

the SILS

guide

four

Data will

sampling.

convenience

study using non-probability

This will be an exploratory
be collected

(3) In what ways do

to self-sufficiency?

contribute

(2) Do these services

skills progyatn7

living

by the semi-independent

be provided
information

is voluntary

if

and
on the

and will

not

